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Rockin’ along

With a Mercedes-Benz 300 SEL 6.3, two rock legends
and their sons through sunny Los Angeles

Ingenious duo

A day with AMG founders Hans
Werner Aufrecht and Erhard Melcher

From another star

Small works of art by top photographer
Igor Panitz. Ten pages to amaze you!

Rally olé!

A highly spirited bunch:
the Mercedes-Benz Club Spain

Come star-gazing with us –
and have your eyes opened.
The Mercedes-Benz Museum – more than 130 years of automotive history.
Further information is available online: www.mercedes-benz.com/museum
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Dear Readers,
There is a great deal of “music” in this issue, which I hope
you will enjoy.
For example, a four-and-a-half-minute instrumental piece
composed exclusively for you and played by artists who know
their business: Hammond-organ genius Brian Auger, who has
been on stage with Paul McCartney and Led Zeppelin, his
son Karma on the drums and Steve Fister on the guitar. The
three musicians created the “Mercedes Classic Blues” during
the production of our cover story in Los Angeles.
Three further “hits” in this issue: the story with AMG
founders Aufrecht and Melcher – 50 years after the class
victory of the 300 SEL 6.8 in the Spa 24-hour race, regarded
as the “big bang” of AMG.
Or the journey back in time by Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts from Germany, the Netherlands and Norway with
eight W 113s and R 107s around Lake Maggiore. You’ll also
like our major community story. This time we visited the
Mercedes-Benz Club in Spain.
The many readers’ letters and emails that reach us from
all over the world are also music to my ears. Thank you for
sending them! I hope you enjoy our latest issue.

Rockin’ ’n’ rollin’
Photographer Peter Heck (centre)
organised and photographed
our cover story with the rock
icons Brian Auger (far left) and
Robby Krieger (third from left),
guitarist of The Doors.

Jörg Heuer, Editor-in-chief

How do you like Mercedes-Benz Classic magazine? What do you think of our stories
and our selection of topics? We look forward to your feedback!
→ classic.magazin@daimler.com

The legend of Spa
The 300 SEL 6.8 triumphed in
the 24-hour race in Spa 50 years
ago – making AMG a rising star.
We met the founders of AMG:
Hans Werner Aufrecht and
Erhard Melcher.
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16 These are icons
Robby Krieger, guitarist
of the cult band
The Doors, once
owned a 300 SEL 6.3.
We visited him with this
model. Brian Auger, once
the world’s best
Hammond B-3 organ
player, also joined us.
As did their sons.
Where? In L.A.!
32 This is art
Photo artist Igor Panitz
created other-worldly
images for us

WARM-UP
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Paint specialist

Maja Scholz from Kiel manages
a paint shop
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Editorial
Publication details
Contributors
Warm-up
• An O 303 on tour as a
mobile classroom
• Maja Scholz paints and
restores classics
• Buying tips inspired by
Formula 1 Safety Car
driver Bernd Mayländer
• Erler’s insights: when
the future was painted
• One of 75: Wolfgang
Hageleit drives the
SLR Stirling Moss
• Designer Stefan Heiliger
and two of his models
that never made it to
the road

48 The ingenious duo
Spending an afternoon with the two
AMG founders Hans
Werner Aufrecht and
Erhard Melcher in
Burgstall and Affalterbach, Germany

16
Let’s rock!

Robby Krieger (rear right) and
Brian Auger (front left) leaning on
the 300 SEL 6.3 with their sons

32

Elegant through space and time

Visit us online at:
→ mbmag.me/classic-magazine
All Classic magazines are
available to download:
→ mbmag.me/archive
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A major photo report with remarkable visual appeal

PHOTOS PETER HECK, MANUEL WEBER, IGOR PANITZ, MIKE MEYER, MARKUS BOLSINGER, JULIA MARIA WERNER, BENGT STILLER
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48

68 Model check
Back in the 1960s,
Mercedes-Benz launched
the 230 S as a model
that spanned the best
of two worlds

The founders of AMG

76 Rally olé
The Mercedes-Benz
Club Spain

68

W 111: Stylish and expressive

Your expert check
on the “Fintail”

90 Marketplace
Top classics, specially
selected for you

An afternoon with two legends: Hans Werner Aufrecht (right),
the A in AMG, and Erhard Melcher, the M

76

La Carrera Española

42 Classic by the lake
A road trip through
the dream landscapes
of northern Italy with
the W 113, R 107 and
Mercedes-Benz fans
from the Netherlands,
Norway and Germany

42

The R 107 and W 113 up close

56 A matter of lines
Teddy Woll, head of
Aerodynamics at
Mercedes-Benz, gave us
a first appraisal of the
streamlined SSKL
60 Powerful!
Nowhere in the world
is the density of Unimog
vehicles higher than
in the village of Lohberg
in southern Germany.
A visit to the Bavarian
Forest

Near the Spanish capital, Madrid, we met some Mercedes-Benz
club members for a very special get-together

Three sunny days by
Lake Maggiore

75
88
89
98

Ask Dr Giesefeld
Classics of the future
Readers’ letters
Feuilleton
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In its 19th year, Mercedes-Benz Classic
magazine reaches readers in 84 countries
worldwide with the current 61st issue

Download
All issues of Mercedes-Benz
Classic are available online
in PDF format. Every magazine
published since 2002 can
be accessed in both German
and English. The price per
magazine download is €5.80.
mbmag.me/archive

All stories in the magazine were
either produced in strict compliance with the hygiene measures
to contain Covid-19, or were
produced before the pandemic
(more information in the texts).

We use the innovative
navigation software
what3words to pinpoint
our visitor tips. The app can
be downloaded from the
App Store or Google Play.
You can learn more here:
what3words.com/en
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BACKBONE CAN BE RECOGNIZED
BY LOOKING AT THE WRIST.
The Iron Walker from Wempe is the essence of a timelessly modern
yet sporty watch. Reduced to the essentials and uncompromising
in terms of quality and workmanship, it meets the highest standards
because it is manufactured at a place that stands like no other for
fine German watchmaking: Glashütte in Saxony.

Glashütte I/SA | self-winding chronograph movement | stainless steel | certified chronometer | 3.582 €
AT THE BEST ADDRESSES IN GERMANY AND IN NEW YORK, PARIS, LONDON, VIENNA, MADRID – WEMPE.COM
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Around the world
in 98 pages
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LO S A NGEL ES /
U SA
Page 16

1 Mike Meyer
Photographer, AMG story,
p. 48
“Portrait photography is a
hobby of mine. The motto being:
the closer and more intensive,
the better. The AMG founders
Aufrecht and Melcher were
very easy to work with. Spending an entire afternoon with
them was a great pleasure.”

2 Marc Bielefeld
Author, rock stars, p. 16
“Cruising through L.A. in a
300 SEL 6.3 with two goodhumoured, living rock legends – for me it was a dream
come true. Especially when
one of them was the guitarist of The Doors – and you’ve
played the guitar yourself for
over 30 years.”

3 Julia Mengeler
Author, Short story, p. 10
“Unfortunately I was unable to
visit Christoph Bangert in my
home town of Cologne – social
distancing. So I rang him up instead. A break from the many
online video calls did us both
good. And his enthusiasm for
the O 303 was also obvious
over the telephone.”

4 Julia Marie Werner
Photographer, Lake Maggiore,
p. 42
“Most of those who took part
in the story with the R 107 and
W 113 around the lake in Italy
drive a new or almost new
Mercedes-AMG when at home.
It was interesting to watch
some of them literally fall in
love with these classics.”
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3

2
CERCEDI L L A /
S PA I N
Page 76
3
BA A R N/
NET HER L A ND S
Page 32
4
L A KE M AGGIOR E/
I TA LY
Page 42
5
K I EL /
GER M A N Y
Page 12
6
A F FA LT ER BACH/
GER M A N Y
Page 48
7
LOHB ERG/
GER M A NY
Page 60

I N FORM ATION

Mercedes-Benz is one of
the founding partners
of the Laureus Sport for
Good Foundation

The foundation was established in 2000 and promotes
socially disadvantaged children and young people with
worldwide sports projects,
supporting these young
people by helping them
strengthen their values,
self-confidence and personal
skills. The aim is for them
to take personal responsibility and make a better life
for themselves through their
own efforts.

PHOTOS PRIVATE (3), DOMINIK LEINER (1)
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Rüdiger Abele writes of the
encounter between Teddy
Woll, head of Aerodynamics
at Mercedes-Benz, and
the legendary streamlined
SSKL:
From page 56
Teddy Woll now examines the
aluminium skin of the
SSKL, which the experts
of Mercedes-Benz Classic
reconstructed and installed
in 2019. It almost completely
envelops the vehicle. Only
the wheels and the exhaust
pipe on the right side still
protrude. And above them, the
driver – though he is incorporated into the aerodynamics
by a shroud ahead of the steering wheel and a head restraint
integrated into the trim.

ADVERTISEMENT

Limited Participation Opportunity
for Investor and Connaisseur of
Fine Motor Cars

N

orthern Star Group in conjunction with an
acknowledged American restorer has acquired a
1971 Mercedes-Benz 3.5 coupe that was built for
the North American market. This rust free west coast car
is currently undergoing a complete rotisserie restoration
where every part is being rebuilt, replated and rechromed to
Concours condition using original factory parts and highest
quality German burgundy leather. Upon completion, this
air conditioned automobile with its power windows, floor
shift and electric sunroof will be outfitted in Mercedes silver
including the fitted personal burgundy leather luggage and
shoes, floor and trunk mats and will be shipped FOB to any
port in the EU or North America.
As only a very few of these cars which were built by hand
remain and as prices continue to increase, this is your or
your client’s diminishing opportunity to order for delivery

in the spring of 2021. This restoration will be under the
supervision and written certification of a Mercedes-Benz
Concours judge with 32 years of restoration and judging
experience to ensure the authenticity of the workmanship
and Mercedes-Benz parts. Monthly updates and individual
requests will be available with before and after photographs
of the entire restoration process. A complete personalized
leather binder for the client will document the entire process
including the certification of authenticity.
Options to purchase are available or an outright purchase.
For more information on pricing, options and commissions
please contact
douglas.dees@gmail.com
douglas.dees@gmail.com
or 416-898-2598
416-898-2598 or
or visit
visit
or
www.performancevintageclassicos.com
www.performancevintageclassicos.com
and click
click on
on 3.5
3.5 Coupe
Coupe Special
Special Event
Event
and

The opening pages of
Mercedes-Benz Classic

Warm-up
SHORT STORY

Study tour

Christoph Bangert is a top-class German photographer who loves driving
buses – so he put an O 303 back on the road as a mobile photography school
TEXT Julia Mengeler

B RIE F FACT

171
thousand
Deutschmarks was the
price of an early 500 E
with the full range of
optional equipment.
The high-performance
V8 saloon (326 hp)
was presented at the
Paris Motor Show in
October 1990, and
the brochure bore
the fitting title “Fire
and Silk”. 10,479 units
of the 500 E/E 500
were produced up
until 1995, and early
ones soon get an “H”
(classic) registration
plate. Happy birthday!
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“The O 303 is not just a collector’s item.
It also has to work for its living”

PHOTOS MERCEDES-BENZ CLASSIC ARCHIVE, FOTOBUS SOCIETY, KARSTEN ZIEGENGEIST, FLORIAN DÜRKOPP

Christoph Bangert, photography lecturer

The way is the goal
Narrow alleys, long
journeys across
country: photography
lecturer Christoph
Bangert feels more
at home behind the
wheel than in darkened
lecture rooms. In the
last two years he had
undertaken about a
dozen tours with his
photo-bus – for study
trips and to events
around Europe – before
Covid-19. Away from
the routine and off for
an adventure with the
cameras. It is all free of
charge for the students,
as the initiative is supported by a charity.

Getting away from the university routine – both
spatially and mentally. Getting to know more
than just photography – namely yourself. Finding yourself and your own form of expression.
Making connections that might be useful later
in life. These are the motives of Christoph
Bangert and his photo-bus initiative.
Now aged 42, he spent many years as a
photo reporter in locations all over the world,
including for the New York Times. Nowadays
he teaches at universities in Bielefeld and
Hanover, and calls himself a “bus-driving professor”. He lives in Cologne with his wife and
two daughters.
His photo-bus bearing the Mercedes star
has travelled the roads of Europe since 2018.
Previously, Christoph Bangert used to go on
excursions in his private car with a handful
of young people – also to give socially disadvantaged students the chance to take part
in such study trips. This unconventional teaching format became popular – so popular that

another solution had to be found: a bus. And
for Bangert, who has held a bus driving licence
for many years, only one brand was ever considered. The search was a long one. Finally he
found what he had been looking for in Switzerland, an O 303 produced in 1990. “It’s not just
a collector’s item. It also has to work for its
living”, says Bangert.
The photo-bus is also a touring bus in
which the students eat, sleep and live. “It’s
symbolic of the entire initiative”, he explains.
The 32 international students accommodated
in the bus quickly establish close connections
that have lasted well beyond the tours. “One of
our students once called us ‘photo-bussers’”,
says Bangert, who always drives the vehicle
himself – “because I enjoy it so much”, he adds.
Earlier this year the “photo-bussers” had to
take a break. There was an absolute ban on bus
travel because of Covid-19. So the O 303 was
serviced and made fit for its next tours – as a
classroom on wheels.
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WOR K S HOP V I S I T

“Every car has its own little secrets”

1

Maja Scholz restores and repairs classics. She manages a family business in Kiel in the fifth
generation – and is its first female master coachbuilder and mechanic

3

She originally took a commercial
training course and studied to
be a foreign language assistant,
but did not find that this made
her happy. “At the time I asked
myself whether I wanted to spend
the rest of my life being told what
is possible and what is not”, Maja
Scholz explains. The answer
was no. Her solution: to start an
apprenticeship in her parents’
company, but without any “daughter bonus” as she puts it. Followed
by two years of college as a master’s apprentice.
Today the 44-year-old employs
15 people. Two of her apprentices
are young women. It’s important

12

to her to raise women’s enthusiasm for craftsmanship as well.
What does she like about her profession? “The variety. Every classic comes up with surprises, as
damage is often not immediately
apparent. Every car has its own
little secrets.” She can only assess
the work involved after stripping
off the bodywork.
One of the greatest challenges, she tells us, is matching
the original paint finish. She is
aided by a colour sampler which
she uses to mix the paint individually. Furthermore, even models
with the same specifications are
often not completely identical.

There are minute differences
in the sizes of some parts. This
makes it more difficult to obtain
replacements. Certain classics
such as the 300 SL particularly
challenge the skills of the paint
specialist, as the “Gullwing” has
no large, straight surfaces. The
numerous rounded areas have to
be finished by hand.
She would like the business
to remain in family possession for
as long as possible. “I have two
nieces. One of them will probably
succeed me. But there’s still time
for that”, she says. Until then, she
is very happy to wield the paintgun herself.

4

2

1
Paint specialist
Maja Scholz gives
classic cars a new,
professional paint
finish. Even vehicles
that are brought to
her with bumps and
dents are as good as
new after the efforts of
her team of experts.
2+3+4
Demanding
When painting a
190 SL, paying
attention to details
and uniformity
is paramount.

WA R M-U P

CLAS S IC S HOPPI NG

“My five favourite hits”
M Y P L AY L I S T

1

Genesis

Land of Confusion

2

Coldplay

Speed of Sound

3

Manowar

Warriors of the World

4

White Lies

Time to Give

5

Johannes Oerding

Alles Okay

1

Bernd Mayländer
He is Mr Safety Car. For
over 20 years, the 49-yearold former racing driver
has entered the track
when an incident occurs.
All in all he has covered a
distance of 15 F1 races: “At
the Canadian Grand Prix
in 2011, I led the field for
34 laps – and still didn’t
win”, he jokes.

2

Inspired by Bernd’s hits:

Our five tips for
winter fitness
1 Set of transparent dumbbells
Regular dumbbell workouts for powerful
arms are a must if you want to play the
drums like Phil Collins. €695
→ technogym.com

PHOTOS MANUEL WEBER, SCHOLZ & SOHN GMBH (3), PRIVATE, PR (5)

3

2 Oura Ring Health Tracker
A stylish fitness wearable – sensors on
the inside of the ring measure parameters
such as pulse rate. From €314
→ ouraring.com
3 Davines A Single Shampoo
Head-banging is stressful to the hair.
But it’s not only heavy-metal fans who
like to take care of their coiffure. €25
→ hagel-shop.de

4

5

4 Vitra table clock
A clock on three legs with no numerals.
The emphasis is on the design, not
the time. €340
→ vitra.com
5 Stetson Pork Pie hat
Crumpleable and water-repellent – this
classic hat is the trademark of the artist
in fifth place. €189
→ stetson.eu
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3 QUESTIONS – 3 ANSWERS

ERLER’S I NS IG H TS
1

“A sports car?
No, my dream!”

2

BRI EF FACT

65
years

1 The great success in colour Advertisement for the type 300 “Adenauer”
2 The great success in black and white Advertisement for the type 180 “Ponton”

When the future was painted
In the early 1950s, suitable backdrops for colourful photos were lacking.
So the advertising experts had to come up with something
Around 100 years ago, Berlin was
the trendiest city in the world.
Modernity was the order of the
day for aspiring artists, architects
and designers. It is interesting
that many Mercedes-Benz advertisements of the early 1950s were
painted. There was a lack of backdrops for colourful photos, so the
future was literally painted in a
wealth of colours. For most people, the future meant affluence.
“The great success”, as promised by the 1952 advertisement:
wonderful weather by the lake,
sailing yachts and of course an
extra-special car, in this case the
Model 300, an expensive dream.

14

The Austrian illustrator Hans
Liska specialised in sweet promises like this. And Mercedes-Benz
was able to make dreams come
true. It is also interesting that
another advertisement by Liska
for the “Ponton” during the same
period is in black and white, with
the text extolling virtues such as
reliability and endurance. Both
advertisements are painted, but
accentuate very different environments. Anybody thinking of
the future was also encouraged to
think Mercedes-Benz.
Johannes Erler is a multiple
award-winning art director and
design author.

In 1955 the two
300 SLR “Uhlenhaut-Coupés” cause a
sensation. Unofficially
named after Rudolf
Uhlenhaut, they were
actually intended to be
used for long-distance
races. However, this
did not come about
because Mercedes
had withdrawn from
motor racing. So
Uhlenhaut used the
coupés as company
cars. With a top speed
of 290 km/h, the
two coupés were the
fastest roadgoing cars
of their time. They
both now form part
of the Mercedes-Benz
vehicle collection.
One of them is always
on display in the
Museum – which
alone makes a visit
worthwhile. These
coupés are not for
sale, and are regarded
as two of the most
valuable and beautiful
cars ever built.

Wolfgang Hageleit, 47, a
businessman from Regensburg,
drives one of 75 units
of the SLR Stirling Moss

→ How long have you owned
this super sports car, and what
does it mean to you?
← I purchased this car in Switzerland in 2013. I just can’t describe the feeling of happiness
that overcame me when I first
saw it. Is it just a sports car to
me? No, it’s my dream!
→ Sir Stirling Moss has
even autographed your car.
Tell us about it!
← In 2015 I took part in a tour
from Stuttgart to Brescia. We
were going to the Mille Miglia.
Stirling Moss was the guest of
honour in Stuttgart, and I got
into a conversation with him.
He asked me if I thought this
car would appreciate in value. I
then asked him if he would autograph it for me. We often also
encountered each other at the
Mille Miglia, and exchanged our
contact details. He was a really
warm-hearted, approachable
person, who unfortunately died
earlier this year.
→ Where and when do you
drive the SLR?
← Either on charity excursions or
during events held by the SLR
Club. Of course the SLR is not
really a car for everyday driving,
but I always greatly enjoy being
on the road with it.

PHOTOS MERCEDES-BENZ CLASSIC ARCHIVE (3), PRIVATE (2), STEFAN HEILIGER DESIGN, STEFAN HEILIGER DESIGN/DAIMLER AG (3)

RARE LY S EEN DES IG N S

Have you ever seen these models?
Stefan Heiliger – employed by Mercedes-Benz from 1964 to 1977 – created the design of the T 1 van.
But very few probably know that he also designed a C 111 variant and a W 113 Shooting Brake
“In 1967, when I was given the
assignment of designing a shooting brake version of the very
successful W 113, I thought: departing from the ‘pagoda’ roof
as a characteristic feature is an
enormous challenge”, says car and
seating furniture designer Stefan
Heiliger, 79. However, he got down
to work and a 1:10-scale model
was produced.
As it turned out, the car that
was above all intended to assert
itself against British competitors
in terms of sportiness and elegance was never built. Like so
many others from many further
designers, this design draft was

unceremoniously banished to
a filing cabinet. That’s how the
business works, and he is sanguine about it. Stefan Heiliger’s
alternative to the C 111 likewise
failed to progress from the 1:5scale model to full size, and thus
to the road. “My task in 1969 was
to come up with something really
stunning”, the Frankfurt-based
designer remembers.
Heiliger was more fortunate
with his draft design for the T 1
small van: “This had become a
matter of urgency in the mid1970s. Our colleagues in passenger car and commercial vehicle
design spared no effort, above

all to be faster than the competition. The result was 50 or 60
design drafts that were hung and
presented on a long wall at some
point. Our boss at the time, Hans
Scherenberg, walked along the
wall studying them. After about a
quarter of an hour he had made
his decision: my design was the
winner.”
The T 1 was already on the
roads just over a year later. In 1977
Stefan Heiliger accepted a professorship at the design college in
Offenbach – and henceforth made
a name for himself as an independent designer of seating furniture and lighting.

1

2

3

4

1+3
Creative
Stefan Heiliger in the
Mercedes-Benz design
centre in Sindelfingen
in 1977, and today
in his studio in
Frankfurt/Main.
2+4
Sporty
Heiliger’s alternative
design draft to the
C 111 came to nothing,
as did his design for a
W 113 Shooting Brake.
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With
16

a tank …

… full of
18

blues
TEXT Marc Bielefeld PHOTOS Peter Heck

PHOTOS GETTY IMAGES (2)

They have helped write the history of
music: Robby Krieger, as the guitarist
of cult band The Doors, and Brian Auger
on his Hammond B-3 organ. Just for
us, Auger has written an instrumental
piece: the “Mercedes Classic Blues”.
The legendary rock stars joined us to
cruise through Los Angeles with this
song and a whole host of audacious
stories – in a 300 SEL 6.3 from 1969
20

1
2

3

1
Three stars
Robby Krieger
(left) and Brian
Auger admire the
Mercedes-Benz
300 SEL 6.3. For
the former Doors
guitarist Krieger,
this car is like a
good friend from
days gone by.
He once owned a
6.3 model himself.
2
Palms and power
Off we go on a fun
tour of Los Angeles.
3
Key composition
The Hammond
organ virtuoso
Brian Auger
composed the
MCB – the
“Mercedes
Classic Blues”.
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1
Mister Keyboard
Brian Auger is a
consummate player
on the ivories.
As a soloist, he
virtually becomes
as one with his
beloved instrument.
2
String-time blues
Guitarist Steve
Fister picks up a
bottleneck and
gets the six-string
to sing.
3
A musical
helping hand
Karma, Brian Auger’s
son, completely in
his element in the
studio – this is
where he produces
songs and soundtracks in Hollywoodstyle quality.
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Los Angeles
on a supposedly peaceful Sunday afternoon. Sunset
Avenue basks in the Californian sun, two teenagers
make their way up from the beach with their surfboards, and Americans everywhere are barbecuing
on their neatly manicured front lawns. It’s still a time
when Covid-19 is not yet an issue. Music suddenly
rings out over the otherwise quiet neighbourhood
of Venice: a raw blues song with razor-sharp notes,
a sound that would suggest someone has turned the
amplifiers right up.
It’s coming from a turquoise-painted house, two
rows back. There are roses in the garden and a staircase leading to a room over the garage. The music
becomes louder as the door opens onto a living room
that has been converted into an impromptu rehearsal
room. There’s one man playing a guitar, another sitting
at a set of drums and a third at his three-manual organ.
The boss is in white trousers and a red satin shirt, an
impressive ring on his finger, gelled hair styled carefully into place. And then he hits the keys, such that
the power cables outside the door almost seem to
swing to the beat.
The man knows no other way, even if he is
81 years old these days. He simply plays what’s in
his blood: blues, jazz, rock. He flies over the notes
until the chords take off and the groove bubbles like
an eight-cylinder engine. His fingers race over the
keyboard, his face grimacing with the effort of improvisation. No question about it, this man is a master, a
musician to the core. One who still has direct links
with rock ’n’ roll heaven.
The walls are full of photos and posters from some
sort of musical dreamland. The legendary Fillmore
East club in New York is there, where the boss used
to play, alongside Neil Young, Miles Davis, Joe Cocker,
The Moody Blues. He appeared with Led Zeppelin,
played with Jerry Lee Lewis, Fats Domino, Little Richard.
As a gag for a TV show in the 1960s, the four of them
stacked their pianos up in a pyramid, with him sitting at
the top playing: Brian Auger, the improvising whirlwind
from England – the man who made the sound of the
Hammond B-3 famous and fired up the ’60s music
scene in a way that few others could, before or since.
Scattered around the living room are various
records and CDs, song books and sheets of music.

Brian Auger sits playing in the middle of it all – a
jazz and rock musician who has performed with all
the greats and the greatest. A pianist and composer
of whom the legendary Herbie Hancock once said:
“He’s one of the best Hammond-organ players I’ve
ever heard in my life.”
The three musicians take a short break before Brian
Auger says, his English accent still noticeable: “Let’s
play that number again, gentlemen, but this time with
a little more feeling.” And off they go. The guitar plays
the intro: da da di di, da da di di, then in come the
others – and wham!
The blues roar once again out of this living room.
But no one outside says anything, no neighbour
complains. For goodness’ sake – they all know who’s
playing. It’s as if they’re getting a free concert from one
of the really big rock stars of the ’60s.
The “Mercedes Classic Blues”
The guys are not playing just any old song.
Together with his son Karma Auger and guitarist
Steve Fister, Brian Auger is actually recording the
“Mercedes Classic Blues”, a track he has composed in
honour of the good old days when sleek Mercedes-Benz
cars cruised around the California of the 1960s
and ’70s, becoming coveted objects on four mostly wide
wheels among surfers, musicians and Hollywood stars.
It was the heyday of rock culture. There was a
sense of change and rebellion in the air, the spirit of
Haight-Ashbury and the “Summer of Love”. The “British
Invasion” had seen a swarm of bands crossing to the
US from England with a heady mix of beat and blues,
rock ’n’ roll and freaky jazz in their bags. Jeff Beck,
Spencer Davis, the Stones, The Who: the names now
read like a who’s who of rock history – and Brian Auger
was right there in the middle of it all. He knew them all.
He was one of them.
After the session, Auger stands contentedly in
the kitchen and strokes his dog, Echo. Propped up
in the corner are two guitars, one of them a bass.
And then Brian starts to chat and tell a few inside
stories, because he just loves those anecdotes from
the old days. They are still as fresh in his mind as they
were yesterday.
Brian steps out onto the balcony, his satin shirt
flashing in the sunlight. “Oh man”, he says. “Sometimes I really just can’t believe the things that
happened back then. One evening in a club in London,
Jimi Hendrix came up and asked if he could play a
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“Let’s play that number
again, gentlemen,
but this time with a
little more feeling”
Brian Auger, the world’s best Hammond B-3 virtuoso, while rehearsing the “Mercedes Classic Blues”
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“One evening Jimi
Hendrix came up and
asked if he could
play a session with me”
Brian Auger, who’s played with
the who’s who of the
British-American rock music scene

session with me.” In those days, Hendrix was still a
nobody. He rocked that evening with Auger’s band,
while Eric Clapton sat in the audience growing paler
and paler. Brian recalls: “Eric packed up his guitar and
went home.” Because this Jimi from America played
and played until they all got dizzy. Hendrix often came
to the London clubs where Brian was playing with his
band and jammed along. Just a few years later Hendrix
was famous all over the world – and is still remembered
as the world’s best and fastest rock guitarist. Brian:
“Jimi was the nicest guy you could ever meet, but a real
fiend on the guitar when he was on stage.”
Who else did Brian perform with? He reflects. Oh
yes, there was Alexis Korner, Eric Burdon, Ginger
Baker, then John McLaughlin, Paul McCartney and …
the question clearly needs to be worded differently:
Who has this man not played with so far? “We were
all like one big family in those days”, Brian answers.
“We just played our music and had no idea what
we’d started.”
Then he goes back into the living room and sits
down to play at his old Hammond B-3. Just like that.
“Do you know this one?” Brian plays “Cantaloupe
Island” by Herbie Hancock, improvises, lets the notes
speak. “How about this? That’s nice, too, isn’t it?” His
son Karma, 51, a drummer and producer, has heard it all
before. Music from morning to night: “It’s just the way
it is, when your dad’s living music history.”
And so blues and jazz continue to flow out into the
Californian air until late in the evening, even long after
the sun has set over Sunset Avenue in a haze of lilac.
The Doors’ guitarist once owned a 300 SEL 6.3
The following afternoon, Brian and Karma stand,
hair freshly combed, by the front door. Parked in
front of them is, as it were, the automotive counterpart of their new blues song: a perfectly maintained
300 SEL 6.3 from the W 109 model series. V8 engine,
air suspension, 250 hp, grey-blue metallic (DB 906).
Year of construction: 1969. A friend has managed
to get hold of the car: for a very special sort of jaunt,
for an outing in the name of music and of these living
legends, with the perfect car to match. You see,
Brian and Karma Auger have planned a surprise with
their – our – song and with the sports car in the guise
of a saloon.
Brian climbs aboard, starts the engine, operates
the electric windows, looks at the round dials and the
polished Macassar ebony of the upholstered
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1
Unbeatable
duo
Blues brothers
and petrolheads:
Robby Krieger
(at the wheel) and
Brian Auger, as always
in the front row
2
Inimitable
appearance
Together with
Robby Krieger’s
son Waylon, the
musicians carry their
instruments into
Whisky a Go Go. The
setting for the show:
the famous Sunset
Strip in L.A.
3
Unmistakable
sound
Before the ride
starts, Brian (l.) and
son Karma enjoy the
“music of the engine”.
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2
3

1
Red and hot
Auger, Krieger and
Waylon on the way
to the stage – Robby
performed here in
the 1960s and
made history.
2
Keep smiling
For Auger and
Krieger, the
“Whisky” is very
much a home
away from home.
The shows in
the club are
still cult – and
they are guests
of honour for life.
3
As time goes by
Robby Krieger
wrote the classic
song “Light My
Fire” – and became
famous right here
in the Whisky.

dashboard. Yes, those were the days. It’s almost as if
he was back there again. The late ’60s, early ’70s. Then
the two of them play their new song, the “Mercedes
Classic Blues”. They turn the volume up, then off they
cruise in the feisty heavyweight, all the way across
sun-soaked Los Angeles.
They drive along Venice Beach in the 300 SEL 6.3
and float up Sunset Boulevard. Brian, meanwhile,
just can’t stop telling his stories. Such as the one
about how he was once strolling through a gallery in
England with Keith Moon, the drummer of The Who.
There were works of art on the walls, and oddball Moon
suddenly said there was something missing in the
pictures. “What, then?” asked Brian. “Ham”, said Moon.
“Ham?” To which Moon said: “Yes, ham, man!” At which
point he took his sandwich and smeared it, including all
the mayonnaise, right across the paintings.
“Those were crazy times”, says Brian, shaking his
head. “We did a lot of improvisation, and not just on
stage.” He laughs out loud. It sounds like E major with a
deep vibrato. This man really is made of music, through
and through.
He then turns off and steers the 6.3 towards Beverly
Hills. Leaning on a corner there we find none other
than one of his old cronies. A man in bright green
sunglasses, check shirt, ice-grey hair. “Hi, Robby”,
says Brian, with a grin almost as wide as the Pacific
Ocean. They hug each other and then Robby Krieger,
guitarist of cult band The Doors, stands looking at
the Mercedes-Benz classic. He can hardly believe his
eyes. “Wow”, is all he says. His father had bought a
300 SEL 6.3 like it in California in 1969; exactly like it,
in fact, brand new from the factory – and had handed
it over to him soon afterwards.
Even back then, Krieger was a hero. He had written
the hit “Light My Fire”, made various outrageous
appearances with Jim Morrison and rewritten music
history with The Doors. So now he, too, climbs aboard:
Krieger, 75, somehow also still a young man at heart.
This is California, USA. Platform of freedom, showroom
of dreams. It’s still only rock ’n’ roll.
Well, the surprise succeeded. After more than half
a century, Robby is once again sitting in “his” old
Mercedes-Benz – behind the wheel, of course. “The 6.3
drives and feels just the way it did back then”, he says.
“Oh yeah, there’s a whole heap of power there, under
the hood.” The five-metre-long and 1.81-metre-wide car
immediately releases its full power as the guitar wizard
puts his foot down. Robby has brought along his

“The stage used to be much
smaller. No wonder Jim
Morrison and I almost
always went crashing
into the audience”
Robby Krieger. It was in Whisky a Go Go
that The Doors first made their name
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“The 6.3 drives and feels
just the way it did back
then. Oh yeah, there’s a
whole heap of power
there, under the hood”
Robby Krieger, guitarist of The Doors
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son Waylon, 47, who often appears as a singer alongside
his father. Brian’s son Karma is likewise ensconced on
the leather-upholstered rear seat. It is a very special
sort of summit meeting: two generations and two chapters of rock history. All in a dream car that was already
cruising the streets of California in the year when man
first landed on the moon.
Cruising along the Pacific in the W 109
They take the Pacific Coast Highway towards Malibu
and Topanga Canyon in what was, in the late ’60s
and early ’70s, the fastest series-production saloon
in the world. Ocean to the left, mountains to the
right. And all the stories of yesteryear along with the
“Mercedes Classic Blues”, accompanied by a backing
track from the eight-cylinder engine, in their ears.
Robby’s assessment: “Real cool!”
The laid-back nature of the seemingly infinite
torque communicates itself to the driver and his
passengers. And when a quartet like this is out
and about, the road can only lead to one place: the
“Whisky”, the fabled music club on the Sunset Strip
that opened in 1964 and paved the way to the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame for so many bands. Whisky a Go Go
was where The Doors played their way into the rock
music limelight. It’s also where Frank Zappa became
famous and where Guns N’ Roses made their debut.
Our four musicians park the 1.8-tonne car directly
in front of the entrance. They’re all well known here,
of course, while there’s even a plaque dedicated to
Robby inside the club – in honour of the man who
wrote “Light My Fire” and first ignited that magic song,
right here. Loud hellos ring out as the four of them
casually stroll in: Krieger with his old guitar, Brian
with his keyboard and sons Karma and Waylon in their
leather jackets.
“The stage used to be much smaller”, comments
Robby. “No wonder Jim Morrison and I almost always
went crashing into the audience.” You can almost feel
the decades rolling back, when you hear a statement
like this from someone like Krieger. He was actually up
there on the stage back in the ’60s, strumming his red
guitar at the very moments when the music caught fire.
Before long, they are all up there on stage. The club
is deserted, with no audience yet to be seen. But as
soon as Brian hits the first keys, this unforgettable
sound once again fills the air – these notes that go
right through you, the emotional pull of the blues that
outlives everything.
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1
The open road
The tour through
the City of Angels in
the 300 SEL 6.3
takes the musicians
alongside the
deep-blue sea on
the Pacific Coast
Highway.
2
Seated in style
The late 1960s ambience of the W 109 still
exudes charm and
warmth. Everything
here is craftsmanship
at its finest.
3
Parking
under palms
The legendary
300 SEL 6.3 is part
of a long-standing
S-Class tradition
that goes back to
the beginning of the
20th century.

DOWNLOAD THE
“MERCEDES
CLASSIC BLUES”
Exclusive and
very laid-back:
the instrumental
track, just under
four and a half
minutes long,
from Brian Auger
and friends.
www.shop.
looping.studio
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Photo art

FROM
ANOTHER
STAR

This time we went on the hunt for
functional details for you – features
that are associated with remarkable
aesthetics. Go ahead and marvel!
TEXT Thomas Giesefeld PHOTOS Igor Panitz
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Elegant
through space
and time
The mechanics of the
side air vents in the
600 “Grand Mercedes”
(W 100) from 1963 work
just as well as in the
volume-produced 190 D of
the day. In the 600 model,
they are chrome-plated
and enhanced with highgrade materials. In addition to the abundant décor
selected from different
types of wood, you can
see the grooved, visually
and haptically impressive metal surround of
the instrument panel.
What you can’t see here
is the subtle scent of the
cognac-coloured leather
upholstery preserved in its
original condition. These
sensuous impressions
caused the editorial team
to stay much longer in the
vehicle during the photo
shoot than would really
have been necessary.

Precise light signals
The chromed decorative
ring on the steering wheel
of this 180 “Ponton”
(W 120) model sounds the
horn when it is pressed.
It also allows the four
turn indicators of this
Mercedes to be activated
when you move a slightly
protruding ridge, which
has a rather satisfying
feel, with your thumb and
engage the ring slightly
to the left or right. Make
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sure you don’t forget to
return it to its original
position manually
afterwards to switch the
indicator off. For a long
time, this mechanism
was state of the art for
Mercedes-Benz steering
wheels, but it was then
replaced by an indicator
lever in the “Fintail”
models. It does not turn
together with the wheel
during steering.

When the indicator was
operated, the so-called
“indicator wart” lit up
for the first time in the
180/180 D and 190/190 D
models. The egg-shaped
top-mounted component
on the front wings also
houses the parking lamp:
this was easy to see for
road users from all sides,
which enhanced safety in
the tumultuous traffic that
prevailed during the era

of the economic miracle.
The larger models with a
longer front end feature
indicators set into the
tip of an exquisite curved
chrome trim strip. Both
variants were reasons to
send the old “winker” to
the museum, an orange
signalling stick that folds
out with a clacking sound
in the indicated direction
from a duct in front of the
front doors.
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Like a UFO on
asphalt
In the 1930s, the woodenspoke wheels manufactured by wheelwrights
were gradually replaced
by steel-disc wheels.
These were made from
fewer parts, and were
simpler and more robust.
Filigree wheel covers
were used to put a decorative facing over the
central wheel bolts – and
to protect pedestrians.
These elements are often
called “wheel caps” and
were usually chromed.
Due to the distinctive
star in the centre, they
were soon collected or
even removed, not only
by the vehicle owners
but by enthusiasts of all
descriptions. They look
particularly authentic in
detail if they are painted
the way they were
delivered back then – as
on our 290 Cabriolet B
(W 18) photo vehicle.

Next stop
Anyone who had the
privilege of holding on
to this exquisite finely
woven 20-centimetrelong cord in 1950 was
doing well in life and had
made it to an economical, indestructible means
of transport, the 170 D
(W 136). This charming
iridescent detail usually
adorned the two B-pillars
of the interior of saloon
cars, which were also

known as “sedans”. It
dates back to the early
days of the motor car
and is reminiscent of the
ostentatious interior of
the carriages of a bygone
era. In the Ponton
Mercedes-Benz models,
the cord was replaced
by a closed loop, while
the Fintails feature grab
handles that yield on
impact, securely mounted
above the doors.

“I JUST LOVE
THE PHOTOS!”
Igor Panitz – one of Germany’s
best car photographers –
writes about this assignment
that is very special to him

I

t is May. The presence of a nasty pathogen has given me some free time. I read,
sort, arrange, devise, clean parts of my
own classic car. Initially inspired by this
sense of freedom, it later takes me a lot of
effort to get back into the groove. Then the
call: Why don’t I go and take photos of some
details on historical vehicles at a gentleman’s place in the Netherlands? I glance at
a pile of oil-stained rags and brushes, and I
don’t see anything that’s keeping me.
We arrive in late July. Nico Ockhuisen
welcomes us as if we were family. I will
realise later that this would not be the
worst experience in my life. The collector
of several Mercedes-Benz vehicles opens
the gate to an industrial building. My knees
feel like bonnet hinges without tension
springs. I’m looking for something to hold
on to, but I don’t dare to find it in this flawless fin next to me. It adorns the tail end of
a 220 SE. And that is how it continues,
through many decades of automotive history: here an “Adenauer”, there a 6.3, a

XXL model
The SL model series
R 107 was successful not
only as an integral part
of the passenger car
range from 1971 to 1989,
but also as the basis of
the luxury-class coupés
manufactured from 1971
to 1981. The SLC models
were identical to the SL
from the front end to the
rear edge of the doors,
while the design of the
wheelbase and rear
section of the cars made
them into luxurious
four-seaters. The rear
side windows could only
be rolled down about
half way due to the short
distance to the wheel
arch. The fixed window
element was faced
with five silver painted
interior louvres, which
create a particularly
impressive contrast to
the rare Brilliant Red
Metallic (DB 525) of our
280 SLC (C 107) photo
vehicle that was delivered to Switzerland
in 1975 – see also our
feature on page 32.

collection of 107s here, a 600. I begin to
realise that this assignment will be emotionally demanding. How can I do this
magnificence justice when faced with the
smallest conceivable photographic unit,
the detail? I decide to take the series into
the abstract. Sensuousness versus clarity.
Interpretation instead of likeness. I work
with glass plates, spray water on the lens,
wave a light bulb about with the shutter
open. Light is reflected – it glares here,
caresses there. Beams are refracted in the
convexity of drops, are chopped up by
shutter blades. Nothing you could really
explain. I just love the photos!
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Just like the old days
Sophie Schillgalies, her parents and her boyfriend
normally drive cars from AMG. On Lake Maggiore they try
out “Pagoda” and R 107 models – and are impressed
TEXT Jörg Heuer PHOTOS Julia Marie Werner
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uch an exciting, exclusive family outing – I’m really looking forward to
it”, enthuses Sophie Schillgalies, 27,
over breakfast. Her boyfriend, Aron, 27, and
her parents (Karin, 64, and Bernd, 63) are
there too – and are just as keyed up. Only
a few metres away, keeping cool under the
car park’s palm trees, eight Mercedes-Benz
roadsters stand waiting for their drivers:
four Pagodas and four cars from the R 107
series, the Pagoda’s successor.
Three days of pure driving adventure
(some months before the Covid-19 pandemic) through the glorious countryside of
northern Italy await the group, with Lake
Maggiore showing itself at its best. There
are 16 participants in all for this Nostalgic
Driving Experience Tour organised by
Mercedes-Benz Classic Car Travel:
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six women and ten men. It’s an international group, whose members have travelled here from Germany, Norway and the
Netherlands. Quite a few of them have
never driven a classic car before.
The choice between W 113 and R 107
In “normal life”, as he puts it, Sophie’s father
Bernd is the keen driver of a Mercedes-AMG
G-Class. Her mother, too, drives a G-Class
on an everyday basis. Aron, on the other
hand, swears by his SLS AMG – while Sophie
herself, who works at Mercedes-Benz in
Hamburg, has an AMG. As a fan, she has
even had the three letters tattooed onto her
wrist, while her purse as well as her handbag
likewise bear the logo from Affalterbach.
Until now, she’s only ever seen photos and
heard stories of the Pagoda. Following an

introduction to the road book and a briefing
from the two instructors, only beaming
faces are to be seen; the W 113 and R 107 are
given looks of tender admiration.
Freshly washed, with their soft tops
already open, the classic cars stand
gleaming in the sunshine. Sigrid, 57,
from Dortmund, has given this automotive adventure as a 70th birthday
present to her husband, Ullrich, who
otherwise drives an S-Class. Gianluca, a
23-year-old medical student from Amsterdam, was gifted the trip by his uncle Jan
when he started university. “It’s such an
amazing present”, says Gianluca, who
passed his driving test three years ago but
doesn’t have a car of his own. What does
he think of the SLs? “Awesome. They’re
such elegant cars, with real expressions

4

on their faces.” Sophie and Aron – who
both also have a reputation as automobile influencers (@sophieschillgalies,
@aronvluw) on Instagram – opt first for
the R 107 (280 SL automatic) in the rather
unusual colour of Inca red metallic. The
cars will all be swapped around over the
next few days so that everyone gets to
drive the different models. One day automatic, the next manual, maybe; 230 SL,
250 SL, 280 SL, 300 SL, built between
1967 and 1988 – there’s something for
everyone there.
The first day’s tour runs along the
shore of the lake. If you’ve never driven
a classic car before, it can take a little
getting used to at first. Driving without
the accustomed electronic aids requires
strength and sensitivity. “Changing gears

1
Spoiled for choice
Shall we take the W 113 –
or perhaps the R 107 after all?
2
Going for a ride
The elegant way to travel – on
an taxing stretch of mountain
road high above the lake
3
Room with a view
Sigrid gave her husband,
Ullrich, this Lake Maggiore
SL trip, including a view of the
lake, for his 70th birthday.
4
The adventure begins
Sophie’s parents, Bernd and
Karin, drive a Pagoda for the
first time.

and even steering, especially in the
230 SL, really take quite a bit of manual
effort”, reports Bernd with delight. And
when it suddenly starts to rain, all are
faced with a new challenge: to get the roof
closed promptly – and of course there’s no
button here to do it automatically. A quick
look in the manual helps, since fortunately
there’s a description there of how to close
the soft top.
Gianluca and his uncle enjoy the unaccustomed activity. And off they go again.
Ten minutes later, the sun is shining – so
the soft tops are opened once more. The
traffic is flowing steadily, and the views of
the lake and all the magnificent villas are
simply glorious; everyone’s in a cheerful
mood. And already the first conversations
are turning to what it would be like to
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actually own a Pagoda or an R 107. Bernd,
in particular, is very taken by the “ride
feeling and sound of the Pagoda”, the car
he chose for the first section. “How much
does this car cost?” he asks, his eyes
lighting up.
Well: a W 113 in good condition and
suitable for everyday use can be had from
around 70,000 euros. There’s no upper
limit, with particularly well-maintained
models costing more than 200,000 euros.
Simply smiling
As we pause for an ice cream by the lake,
Sophie tells us that her experience with
classic cars until now had been limited
to occasional outings in a friend’s
Mercedes-Benz 190 SL. While that had
been fun, it has only really been here
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1
Rain interrupts play
A short, sharp shower:
Amsterdam medical
student Gianluca and his
uncle Jan quickly close
the roof of the SL.
2
Glorious panorama
The view from Borromeo
Castle – a traditional
swimming contest is taking
place right now.
3
Looking back
Sophie, from Hamburg,
is happy at the wheel
of the Inca-red R 107 model.

at Lake Maggiore that she has begun to
understand just how “cool, sporty and very
special the classic SL models are”. Aron
adds how much he has enjoyed seeing
passers-by admiring the cars, taking photos, or simply waving and smiling at them:
“Everyone likes these cars; people feel
good about them. And that somehow
reflects on us, as their drivers.”
Well before the sun goes down, the
group return to their hotel by the lake. A
quick change of clothes, a drink at the bar
and then off they chug in the water taxi to
Isola Bella, where dinner awaits them on
the terrace of Ristorante Elvezia.
The rally feeling, sunshine and opentop driving continue for the next couple of
days. The full power of the eight SL models
comes into its own as the drivers, now

Discover
SWITZERLAND

Bern
Milan

1 Hotel Splendid
w3w.co/chimes.today.sheds
2 Water taxi
w3w.co/bluff.toolshed.trot
3 Ristorante Elvezia
w3w.co/spawned.bookish.streaming
4 Borromeo Castle
w3w.co/strange.caramel.petty
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Have you tried the address
system what3words yet? You can
find more information at
what3words.com or on page 6.

much more confident, wind their way up
the hairpin bends of Mottarone Park. They
are very quickly right up at the summit of
Mount Mottarone, at 1,490 metres, from
where a stunning view over Lake Maggiore
can be enjoyed.
Was the trip worth it? “The scenery
is amazing, with those constantly changing views over the lake – and the food is
great”, says Sophie Schillgalies – then smilingly adds, “and cruising in these fantastic
classic cars – it gives you such a feeling of
freedom and a real zest for life.” And those
around her nod in agreement.
It seems quite possible that there’ll soon
be a 280 SL Pagoda alongside her father’s
Mercedes-Benz G-Class AMG. Once he was
back in northern Germany from his Italian
road trip, he started looking in earnest.
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S LEEP
1 Hotel Splendid
This four-star lakeside hotel with
private beach, sunbathing area
and extensive gardens, including
many palm trees, stands on the
outskirts of Baveno. Most rooms
have a lake view.

A RRI V E
2 Water taxi
Lake Maggiore has many
islands, small and large. A
good way to get there is by
water taxi, but make sure you
order one in good time during
the season.

→ hotelsplendid.com

→ navigazionelaghi.it

EAT
3 Ristorante Elvezia
Great food, amazing views,
birds chirping in the background, home-made pasta and
fresh fish from the lake – all
this and more can be found on
Isola Bella.

LOOK
4 Borromeo Castle
This imposing and fully preserved fortress from medieval times is perched high on
a rocky outcrop above Lake
Maggiore. The oldest part?
11th century!

→ elvezia.it

→ isoleborromee.it/rocca-di-angera
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“All I have striven
for, and still work
for to this day, is to
look ahead and be
successful. Yes, that
was my driving force
from the start”

Hans Werner Aufrecht,
the A in AMG
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“Even back then I
was something of a
hard-working hippie.
I didn’t want a family
or a large company.
I just wanted to make
better engines”

Erhard Melcher, the M in AMG

INGENIOUS
DUO
With entrepreneurial courage and power
of innovation, they created a global brand:
AMG! An encounter with two legends
TEXT Jörg Heuer PHOTOS Mike Meyer
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Historic ground
Two men with a passion for engines, motor
racing and technology: Hans Werner Auf
recht (right) visits Erhard Melcher, who still
lives near the old mill in Burgstall. This is
where AMG really got under way in the 1970s.
Together with a handful of employees, it
was with a 300 SEL like this (W 109, in the
background) that they began their Driving
Performance activities. With “The Hammer”,
an AMG 300 5.6 rated at 360 hp (W 124, in
the foreground), they also made a name for
themselves and AMG in the USA in the 1980s.

H

ans Werner Aufrecht and Erhard Melcher
are two of the most extraordinary men in
the history of the automobile, and of racing
in particular. Two living legends who have been an
ingenious duo for many years: in 1967, in a double
garage under Aufrecht’s house, they jointly founded a
company which rose to fame four years later (almost
exactly 50 years ago) with the spectacular class victory of the red racing car (AMG 300 SEL 6.8) in the
Spa 24-hour race: AMG!
Right on time at 12 noon, the Swabian-born cofounder Hans Werner Aufrecht is ready to be collected in the foyer of his current company HWA AG
(with around 300 employees), based in Affalterbach.
HWA, a direct neighbour of Mercedes-AMG, has a
name that resounds on the touring car and GT racing
circuits. Nobody has won more championships. For
Mercedes-Benz, this company, which also develops
alternative drive systems, ushered in the Formula E
era. Hans Werner Aufrecht has added lustre to the
three-pointed star for many decades.
The AMG co-founder has no idea what awaits
him today. “I’ll leave that up to you”, says the
straight-talking 81-year-old. What he doesn’t know is
that we are taking him to meet the other co-founder,
Erhard Melcher. We are taking Aufrecht there in a
powerful saloon that caused quite a sensation when
it first appeared, the rare examples of which have
long fetched high six-figure sums amongst collectors:

“The Hammer”, one of Aufrecht’s favourite models in
the entire history of AMG. At the wheel of the W 124
with a modified 5.6-litre V8 engine developing 360 hp
and a top speed of 303 km/h, with which AMG also
achieved a breakthrough in the USA in the mid-1980s,
is Michael Clauss, 61, an AMG employee since October 1978 with personnel number 015. Clauss is the initiator and manager of the Mercedes-AMG corporate
and media archives. Hans Werner Aufrecht personally
recruited him 42 years ago. At the time Clauss had
just completed his apprenticeship as an automobile
mechanic, was a member of the same sports club in
Affalterbach as Aufrecht, and found the confidence to
approach him. The job interview was followed by an
employment contract.
“I’m sure I know this man”, says a surprised and
pleased Aufrecht. He gets in and looks over the
dashboard. A smile crosses his face: “Not a bad start
to the day.”
From Affalterbach to Burgstall
Michael Clauss drives his former boss, who has
been an icon of motorsport and innovation for more
than five decades, to the village seven kilometres
away where AMG moved into the fast lane at the
end of the 1960s: Burgstall. This is where Erhard
Melcher, 81 – the M in AMG – lives near a former millhouse. After founding their own company – Aufrecht
Melcher Grossaspach engineering consultancy,

1
Original
The logbook of
the legendary
AMG 300 SEL 6.8
was preserved by
archive manager
Michael Clauss.
2
Engine museum
Erhard Melcher
(left) takes Hans
Werner Aufrecht
around his private
engine collection
in Burgstall.
3
Treasure trove
Hans Heyer’s original racing jacket
in which he won
the class victory
in Spa in 1971, with
the trophy and
vehicle logbook

“I had no idea that the logbook of our Spa champion, in which we
achieved our first major victory 50 years ago, still existed”
Hans Werner Aufrecht, co-founder of AMG
1
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2

3

1
Milestones
The 300 SEL (W 109,
at rear) chauffeured
Erhard Melcher
through the day,
while “The Hammer”
(W 124) took Hans
Werner Aufrecht to
Burgstall and back
to Affalterbach.
2+3
Surprises
Mercedes-AMG
Archive Manager
Michael Clauss presents design drafts
of the CLK-GTR to
the amazed originators of AMG. The
two founders
relished their
memories of over
five decades of
company history.

design, testing and development of racing engines – in
1967, the two former Daimler-Benz engineers moved
their workplace here from Grossaspach.
The two men have not seen each other for over a
year, and the welcome is correspondingly warm. So
are you actually friends? “I’d say we are professional
friends. We don’t really have that much in common
privately”, Melcher answers – and Aufrecht nods. “But
when it’s Hans Werner’s birthday, I serenade him
with my harmonica every year, if necessary over the
telephone.”
The two AMG company founders walk from Melcher’s house to his small, private engine museum.
“When we started tinkering with Mercedes models,
our landlord, who owned the old millhouse, must have
suspected we were doing something illegal. Back in
those days you simply didn’t tinker with a Mercedes,
because it was already perfect. But I already knew
back then that there was no future in being a millwrigth, and that our star was just beginning to rise”,
says Aufrecht. Erhard Melcher, who was born in the
Rhineland, laughs: “That’s just how you’ve always
been – a man who only looks ahead, never backwards.
Yes, we were something out of the ordinary here. I
always listened to loud jazz when I was working. And
whenever a customer asked how to get to us, I’d just
say: follow the tyre tracks.”
The mood is relaxed as we return to Mercedes-AMG
in Affalterbach, where another surprise awaits Aufrecht.

He takes a seat in the black “Hammer” again. Melcher
is in a light-beige 300 SEL dating from 1969 – distance
is important these days. We park, exit and take a flight
of stairs. Aufrecht is full of anticipation, but Melcher
knows where we’re going; he’s been here before.
The (non-public) Mercedes-AMG corporate and
media archives are the 200-square-metre repository for photographs, drawings, documents and all
manner of motorsport equipment such as helmets,
racing overalls and trophies from the entire history
of Mercedes-AMG.
The visionary looks back with satisfaction
Hans Werner Aufrecht, a man of action and a visionary, looks back over the achievements of bygone
years. He is at once pleased, surprised and utterly
thrilled. He did not think it at all possible that all
these things still existed, he says approvingly. Even
the vehicle logbook of the “legend of Spa” is displayed here in a showcase. Likewise on view are the
trophy from 1971 and the helmet and racing jacket
worn by the vehicle’s driver Hans Heyer, who
achieved the sensational class victory in Spa together
with his co-driver Clemens Schickentanz – and first
made the name AMG world-famous. “Without the SEL
300 6.8, Mercedes-AMG would certainly never have
become what it is now”, Hans Werner Aufrecht
muses. “Yes, the car was a milestone”, Erhard Melcher
answers with a smile.

“Whenever a customer asked how to get to us,
I’d just say: follow the tyre tracks”
Erhard Melcher, co-founder of AMG
1

2

3
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A
MATTER
OF
LINES
Exclusively for Classic
magazine, Teddy Woll,
head of Mercedes-Benz
Aerodynamics, took a
close look at the legendary
streamlined SSKL of 1932
TEXT Rüdiger Abele PHOTOS Stephen Reuss
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T

eddy Woll inspects the
air duct leading to the
radiator. “The contour is
just right,” he says, stroking the
bonnet of this one-off specimen
built in 1932 to imitate the airflow
along the body. Then he takes a
look at the underbody: “It’s really
impressive how they managed to
guide the airflow.”
Teddy Woll has headed the
Aerodynamics and Wind Tunnels unit at Mercedes-Benz since
April 1999. So he is a dyed-in-thewool specialist, and yet: “When
Mercedes-Benz Classic told me
about this project last year, I
was quite taken aback – because
to be honest, I had never even
heard of this SSKL with a
streamlined body.”
Just like the global public
around 88 years ago: at the international Avus race in Berlin,
the starting grid included an
unpainted, silver-coloured racing
car with a streamlined aluminium
body. Beautiful? Not really.
It was promptly given the
nickname “Gherkin”. Behind
the wheel was Manfred von
Brauchitsch, a newcomer.
Beneath the aluminium bodywork
was a Mercedes-Benz SSKL. The
public were already familiar with
this model, though with conventional bodywork.
The victories notched up by
these supercharged racing cars
developing 220 kW (300 hp)
were impressive. Only four specimens were built. In April 1931,
star driver Rudolf Caracciola had
caused a sensation by winning the
Mille Miglia. It was the first victory by a non-Italian. Caracciola
also won the Eifel race at the
Nürburgring in June and the Avus
race in August that year. In each
case, the driver in third place was
von Brauchitsch. A year later, on
22 May 1932, the 26-year-old was
on the starting grid in Berlin with
his spectacular one-off specimen.
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“The contour is just right.
It’s really impressive
how they managed to guide
the airflow”

1

2

3
4

1
Top performer
Almost 90 years ago,
the SSKL redefined
the potential of
aerodynamics.
2
Streamlining
The classic pointed
radiator is shrouded.
This lowers aerodynamic drag.
3
Expert eye
Teddy Woll takes a
very close look –
and is impressed.
4
Record-breaker
In 1932 the one-off
“Super Sport Kurz
Leicht” was given
its aerodynamically
optimised bodywork
in just two weeks.

Von Brauchitsch really wanted to
win. He wanted to make his mark
as a professional driver and become famous.
And Reinhard Freiherr von
Koenig-Fachsenfeld was just the
man he needed. An aerodynamics
specialist, he had approached
the racing driver a few weeks
before. He had calculated that if
fitted with a streamlined body,
the top speed of the SSKL could
be increased by around 20 km/h
without raising the engine output. 230 rather than 210 km/h.
Von Brauchitsch seized the
chance of a race-winning car.
But only after his mechanic had
lent him a thousand marks for
the conversion work, to which
Koenig-Fachsenfeld also contributed a certain amount. Then the
coachbuilding company Vetter in
Cannstatt achieved the impossible: the racing car was given
a completely new body within
just 14 days. Its design reflected
all the latest aerodynamics findings of the time, including trim
on the pointed radiator grille,
a distinguishing feature of the
brand. On 17 May 1932 the car was
driven to Berlin.
Sensational victory
Five days later, 250,000 spectators watched the Avus race
in great excitement. 294.4 kilometres on the high-speed circuit,
15 laps. From the seventh lap
onwards, it was clear that Caracciola driving an Alfa Romeo P 3
and von Brauchitsch at the wheel
of his “Gherkin” would decide the
race between them. The result
was a sensation: the newcomer
won by 3.6 seconds. And during
his live radio report, commentator Paul Laven referred to the
car as a “silver arrow”. A new
name was born – and a new star
in motorsport.
“It was clearly the aerodynamics that decided this race.

Just by virtue of the streamlined
body, the otherwise unmodified
SSKL was faster and more efficient,” says Teddy Woll. “This success led to lasting changes in the
design principles for motorsport,
ushering in the era of streamlined racing cars. Passenger cars
and commercial vehicles followed
soon afterwards.”
Teddy Woll now examines the aluminium skin of the
SSKL, which the experts of
Mercedes-Benz Classic reconstructed and installed in 2019. It
almost completely envelops the
vehicle. Only the wheels and the
exhaust pipe on the right side still
protrude. And above them the
driver – though he is incorporated
into the aerodynamics by a shroud
ahead of the steering wheel and a
head restraint integrated into the
trim. “Von Koenig-Fachsenfeld
knew exactly what he was doing,”
says Woll. “The victory confirmed
the effectiveness of his ideas
and calculations. The racing car
had never seen a wind tunnel
at the time.”
The wind tunnel is the aerodynamicist’s most important tool.
A turbine generates wind, and
the airflows along the vehicle
are measured and optimised by
appropriate measures. From the
end of the 1930s, Mercedes-Benz
was able to use the wind tunnel
of the FKFS research institute
in Untertürkheim. “The plant
surrounding it grew increasingly
large. Having already purchased
the site in 1954, we took over the
wind tunnel in 1970,” says Woll.
“After several technical upgrades,
we still use it today – as an addition to our state-of-the-art facilities in Sindelfingen.”
Increased efficiency, reduction
of noise emissions and improved
handling stability are the main
aims of aerodynamics in automotive engineering. “Our work
has become even more important

Milestones in
aerodynamics
The SSKL with a
streamlined body was a
pioneer in aerodynamic
design – a principle
that then became firmly
established, initially for
racing cars. The drag
coefficient (Cd figure)
is the key indicator:
production models and
racing cars had figures
of 0.6 or more at the
time. From the 1960s,
aerodynamics became
more important owing
to emission standards
and fuel consumption
limits. In 1969 the C 111
set a new standard with
0.33. For production
cars the new low was
the W 126 (1976) with
0.36, the W 124 (1984)
with 0.29 and the
W 203 (2000) with 0.25.
An important milestone
was reached in 2015:
the Concept IAA study
with 0.19. Achieving this
figure for new models
is the goal of the aerodynamics engineers.
With a Cd figure from
0.22, the new S-Class is
the best in its segment.

owing to more stringent exhaust
emission standards for vehicles
with combustion engines. Electric
cars with their very small store of
energy in the battery make it even
more vital,” Woll explains. “We
exploit every efficiency potential
to optimise the Cd figure, the drag
coefficient.”
He knows the Cd figure of an
SSKL with conventional bodywork from earlier measurements,
which were realistically performed with a dummy driver at
the wheel. “It’s 0.914. This means
that a normal SSKL is like the
proverbial barn door facing the
wind. I would guess that the Cd
figure of the streamlined version
is more than 25 per cent lower.”
There had long been plans afoot
to measure the modified SSKL in
the wind tunnel. “But then the
Covid-19 pandemic intervened.
We still intend to make the
measurement some day, because
we simply want to know exactly
how important this milestone
development was.”
The day-to-day work of the
aerodynamicists involves a lively,
creative give-and-take with the
styling designers. The constant
flow of new vehicle design ideas
presents them with some major
challenges. But in the end it’s the
result that counts. And this is just
one area where Mercedes-Benz
sets the standards: “Our cars
have always had outstanding
aerodynamic figures, along with
a beautiful design. Our customers
really appreciate this.”
He is certain that if Reinhard
Freiherr von Koenig-Fachsenfeld
had been given access to a wind
tunnel back in 1932, a number
of details of the SSKL with the
streamlined body would probably
have turned out differently. “But
this racing car is simply wonderful
even as it is. I salute the perfection of the work they performed
back then.”
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“In a
word?

Powerful!”
Nowhere is the concentration of Unimog
vehicles higher than in one place in the Bavarian
Forest. In Lohberg, these almost indomitable
machines work tirelessly alongside their MB-trac
brothers. A visit to the off-road heroes
TEXT Christina Rahmes PHOTOS David Klammer
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1
Village life
It’s nothing unusual
to see a Unimog
right in the middle
of Lohberg.
2
Field work
Stefan Zirngibl
attached this
mulcher to his
MB-trac 700.
3
Tree time
The right tools for
the job: U 406 and
MB-trac Turbo 1000
4
Big brother
The MB-trac
Turbo 1000 is the
timber and logging
professional.
5+6
Togetherness
The Winter family:
three generations,
one shared passion

O

ver the next couple of days, we will keep meeting people who talk a lot about “Heimat”, or
homeland, and tradition. About values and
family. But more of all that later; first of all we actually
need to get there.
In the last ten kilometres, we’ve twice had to ask
the way to the isolated farmstead of Waldeck, and
in both cases – it can’t be coincidence – it was very
friendly owners of Unimog and MB-trac vehicles who
pointed the way.
Only about 1,900 people live in Lohberg, in the district of Cham, but there are about 60 Unimog vehicles
here. That’s probably some sort of world record. We
drive through the forest from the neighbouring village
of Lam, the signs directing us onto a narrow road and
ultimately to our first destination, a farm in the middle
of the woods, high above the centre of the village, with
a history that goes back centuries. We’re visiting Anna
Frisch, passing on our way an old leather satchel that
serves as a letterbox. An old well has been repurposed
as a flower planter. There doesn’t seem to be a bell,
so we knock.
Seven generations of the Frisch family have lived
here on the isolated farm of Waldeck. Anna opens the
door and laughs when we ask about the doorbell: “There
are no doorbells up here! One of my three sisters was
determined to have a bell on her door, so she moved
down into the village.”
First of all, she needs to feed her six horses. Then
Anna introduces us to her father, Otto, who’s currently
working with Stefan Zirngibl on a Unimog 411. Above the
heads of the two men floats a workbench, which they can
let down via a pulley system.
“I was allowed to drive the Unimog on our own land
right from a very early age”, relates Zirngibl, while his

nimble fingers continue to work on the fuel pipe. It’s all
just so easy with the Unimog. “It’s not often that anything goes wrong, but if you do need to repair something, it’s usually only very minor”, he says.
Off-roader of the year
The “universal motorised device” is both a means of
transport and a multi-talent. There’s not much that
can bring it to a stop: with all-wheel drive, high ground
clearance and differential locks on both axles, it will go
almost anywhere. Here in the Bavarian Forest, it’s used
mainly in forestry and agriculture, and for road building
and winter maintenance. Power take-off shafts (PTO)
front and rear allow a wide range of implements to be
connected. The diversity of the useful Unimog attachments is unbelievable. There are almost 2,500 useful
implements, covering a wide range of applications. For
the 16th time in a row, readers of the magazine “Off
Road” have now voted the Unimog the off-roader of the
year in the “special vehicles” category.
Anna and Otto Frisch load a hay bale onto their
U 406 and whistle for Bella. The German Wirehaired
Pointer goes everywhere with her owners. In the winter, 63-year-old Otto tells us, he uses the 84 hp U 406
to mark out sledging tracks for his grandchildren. Bella
interrupts him with her joyful barking as another dog
races towards her. “That’s the neighbour’s dog, I’ll just
let him know”, says 38-year-old Anna, and makes a quick
call to Andreas Roßbauer. He comes to fetch Jack, a Hanover Hound, in – what else? – his Unimog. The two farms
lie 800 metres apart, as the crow flies. Doesn’t she sometimes feel lonely? “Lonely? There’s always something
happening up here”, says Anna Frisch, stroking one of
the horses. “Move to the town? No way. What would I do
there? I only go into town when I really have to. As
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Country life
Anna und Otto
Frisch deliver hay to
the paddock – with
the help of Bella,
their German Wirehaired Pointer. The
tradition of farming
at the isolated
Waldeck farm dates
back several centuries. In the winter,
Otto Frisch likes to
use the Unimog to
mark sledging tracks
in the snow for his
grandchildren.
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1

soon as I see our local Osser mountain, I know I’m home.
It’s just lovely to come back here.” She glances over to
her father, whose eyes reveal his pride as he nods to
confirm what she says. The Osser symbolises “Heimat”,
or homeland, for the people here in the Bavarian Forest. Part of the Kunisch Mountains, it marks the border
between Germany and the Czech Republic.
In tune with nature
We’re still standing in the paddock as Stefan Zirngibl
drives past on his MB-trac 700, a mulching and mowing
head mounted to its power take-off shaft. The MB-trac
is, as it were, the Unimog’s big brother; the Mercedes
among tractors. The top-of-the-range model, the MB-trac
1800 Intercooler, is celebrating its 30th anniversary this
year. This was the last system tractor to be developed by
Mercedes-Benz. The MB-trac 1500 is another ten years
older. Zirngibl is a self-employed farmer and forester,
and also runs a digging business. The forest means the
world to him, as does the preservation of the countryside. His drives the 70 hp vehicle with concentration,
spreading the ground with mulch. Later on, back down
on the ground from his super-tractor, the 53-year-old
enthuses about Heimat, happiness and family. About how
he feels all that every time he sees the Osser.
We look towards the Veitbauernhof, the mountainside
inn where we have arranged to meet Andreas Roßbauer,
the guy who came over earlier to collect his dog from
“the neighbours”. Roßbauer is already up on his MB-trac,
his cheerful face turned to greet us. The tractor dates
from 1990, the same year its owner was born. Under the
bonnet is a powerful six-cylinder engine; the Turbo 1000
is the perfect machine for pulling up tree trunks and
hauling logs, according to the 30-year-old. Today he’s
working in the forest with his friend Johannes Frisch.
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Johannes is operating a Unimog 406 from 1984 with
84 hp; the towing shield mounted on the rear power
take-off is the ideal implement for hauling timber. The
40-year-old is a carpenter and spends much of his time
building kitchens. He has two children and holds firm
to the values instilled in him by his parents. “We still
celebrate our old customs, for example on Good Friday
with our ratchet rattles, or putting up the maypole. We
want our children to grow up as close to nature and as
carefree as possible”, he explains during a short break.
For both of them, working in the forest is all about freedom and closeness to nature. “The work we do here is
all about respecting nature”, explains Roßbauer, who
couldn’t imagine living anywhere else. He’s far too attached to this whole area, enjoys the quietness, the customs and making music with his accordion-like Styrian
harmonica – and of course the view of the Osser.
Meanwhile, the Unimog village Lohberg is also the
home of Josef Billig, 70. “Sepp”, says the sign behind the
windscreen of his U 421. On the seat beside him is his
book of telephone numbers. The former bank employee
is the chairman of the “Unimog Friends” in Lohberg.
On the penultimate Friday of each month, he drums
up a group of people for a regular get-together, something
that has been done for 20 years now. “If I had to sum up
all the characteristics of the Unimog in one word, it would
be: powerful!” says Billig. Is there anyone else we’d like to
visit, he then asks, flicking through his list
of numbers. Johannes Winter, perhaps, who’s probably
chipping wood at the moment with the rocker circular saw
on his U 406? Stefan Menacher, who’s loading up the fire
station’s red U 1300 L? Or Franz Müller, the local mayor,
who has a U 417? We want to meet all of them! It’s so
beautiful here – and we decide to stay a little longer than
originally planned – still keeping a safe distance.

2

1
Trailblazer
Christina Kaml
enjoys life at the
wheel of her U 421.
2
Time to go home
Josef Billig wends
his way home. The
lights are still on
at Otto Frisch’s
house behind him.

Classic community

The practical section of
Mercedes-Benz Classic

PHOTO BENGT STILLER

Friends
Raúl Aranda (at right)
and Régis de Nicolas
Lopez from the
Mercedes-Benz Club
Spain have become
friends for life thanks
to their passion for
classic cars.

They’re planning to take a
little drive, or in the words of Raúl,
“Time to raise some dust”
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MODE L C H EC K

Mercedes-Benz
W 111

It isn’t instantly understood, this variety of the W 111. However, immersing
yourself in the model policy of the 1960s helps to do so: with the 230 S, Mercedes-Benz
launched a model that effortlessly straddled two worlds
TEXT Thomas Wirth PHOTOS Markus Bolsinger
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W 111

MODELS

220
Vehicle data
Displacement 2,195 cc
Output
70 kW
(95 hp)
Top speed
155 km/h
(automatic:
150 km/h)
Built
1959–65

220 S

Vehicle data
Displacement 2,195 cc
Output
81 kW
(110 hp)
Top speed
165 km/h
(automatic:
160 km/h)
Built
1959–65

Impressive The stately vehicle body gives the 230 S an appearance that demands
respect. With a top speed of 175 km/h, it was one of the fastest cars on the motorway.

I

n the 1960s, Mercedes-Benz
came out with a new and very
distinctive line: the sophisticated bearing edges at the rear end
of a vehicle were merely a European version of the tail fins that
were all the rage in the USA back
then. However, Chief Designer Friedrich Geiger and his team redefined
the US behemoths with their abundance of decorative chrome trim
here in a much more functional and
less extrovert fashion.
The models of the mid-range
and luxury segments again shared
a body structure – as the predecessor series with its three-box
“Ponton” body already had. The
first six-cylinder models had
already been launched with the
W 111 back in 1959. Two years
later came the W 112, a technically
sophisticated saloon with complex
air suspension, which positioned
itself in the upper segment with

lots of luxury and chrome. The
W 110, as Daimler-Benz called
the new entry-level model, was
launched at the same time. The
four-cylinder, which also came
as a diesel variant, sported less
chrome, simple round headlamps
instead of large lamp units, and
was more compact thanks to
its front end being shorter by
14.5 centimetres.
The 230 S finally rolled onto
the stage in July 1965. It succeeded
the 220, 220 S and 220 SE (W 111)
models and adopted their sixcylinder engine.
Thanks to an increase in the
bore by two millimetres, the
displacement grew to just over
2.3 litres and two downdraught
compound carburettors handled the mixture formation. With
120 hp, the 230 S reached the level
of its predecessor 220 SE, which
however was equipped with an

injection pump. From then on,
the engine also found another
place to do its duty: the 2.3-litre
six-cylinder was also available in
the shorter vehicle body from July
1965, but here it initially produced
105 hp. This variant of the W 110
series was simply called the 230.

220 SE

Vehicle data
Displacement 2,195 cc
Output
88 kW
(120 hp)
Top speed
170 km/h
(automatic:
165 km/h)
Built
1959–65

230 S

Vehicle data
Displacement 2,306 cc
Output
88 kW
(120 hp)
Top speed
175 km/h
(automatic:
170 km/h)
Built
1965–68

Chromed Shiny accents structure
the surfaces of the W 111. If they are
missing or broken, it gets expensive.
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Market value
The prices of many classic cars
have fallen noticeably in view
of the current overall situation.
The market has now been largely
transformed into a buyers’ market. However, the Mercedes-Benz
230 S seems hardly affected at
all by this climate, and its price
level has been showing a certain stability.
The value of condition 2
ex amples continues to hover
around the 30,000-euro mark.
In condition 3, which describes
a roadworthy vehicle without any
major deficiencies, a 230 S can
normally fetch a little over half
that amount – a clear indication
of the tremendously expensive
path that leads from merely average to impressive quality. The
vehicle appraisals are driven up
by the high prices for labour,
sheet metal and chrome in
particular.
Examples of the Mercedes-Benz
230 S rated as condition 4 are
priced slightly above the 10,000euro hurdle. However, calculating
the cost of the work required for a
visual and structural overhaul will
quickly put an end to all hope: the
maths rarely comes up positive.
Less critical are technical defects
on a vehicle with sound structure
and with all trim components in
good condition.
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Body
This issue is pivotal for whether
a purchase is worth the effort.
Two aspects are of fundamental
importance here: the condition of
the metal and the quality of the
detachable parts.
The interior complexity of the
body structures had increased
with the W 110/111 series. The
large number of cavities ensured
robustness; but as a result, perforations due to corrosion were
overlooked in areas that are hard
to inspect. It follows that a mere
quick glance at a 230 S can lead
to a false conclusion. The experts
are not at all surprised by the
critical areas in these cars: particularly susceptible are the two
side members at the front and
the cross beam near the bumper.

1
2

1
Wings
The metal around the
headlamps is often
corroded. Filler can
usually be found
under the paint.
2
Boot
If you want to check
the tub, you have to
take out the spare.
3
C-pillar
Chrome parts are
rare and expensive.
There is often rust
beneath them, especially on cars with a
sliding sunroof.

3

Further potential problem areas
are the A-pillars, the sills with
the jack points, and the rear side
members. To assess these units,
the bench seat must be removed.
The bolted edges of the wings
and the shock absorber mounts
under the bonnet should give a
sound impression. Checking the
boot at the rear then completes
the picture.
By contrast, it is somewhat
easier to assess the chrome
parts. Missing or poorly fitting
components must be factored
into any realistic price determination, because high-quality
replacements – for example, the
voluminous dual bumpers or the
delicate ornamentation on the
C-pillar – are as rare as they are
expensive today. Replicas are
quite hard to come by.

W 111

1
2
3

Engine and
transmission
The 230 S does not offer a choice
of engines: it was only available
with the 2.3-litre six-cylinder, still
considered a solid engine today.
And it is also a well-known quantity in the scene: it corresponds
largely to the engine of the 230 SL
from the “Pagoda” series.
In addition to its robustness,
a further reassuring fact is that
all important parts are available
quickly, easily and in high quality.
Regular maintenance and inspection are a must for this engine as
well: the two Zenith downdraught
compound carburettors respond
to extended downtimes or neglect
with poor synchronisation, and a
defective automatic choke can
occasionally cause annoyance.

4

The duplex chain that drives the
overhead camshaft also does not
last forever and neither do the
engine mounts. As an option,
Mercedes-Benz delivered the
230 S with a fan clutch, which was
less of a drain on power than the
rigidly connected fan.
The four-speed manual gearboxes, which were available with
a choice of column or floor shift,
are not considered critical. By
contrast, the four-speed automatic that Mercedes-Benz once
offered to 230 S customers as
an option (as was the case with
power steering) is less convincing. It often shifts harshly and is
not as long-lasting as the manual gearboxes.

1
A neat look
This battery perfectly
fits into the engine bay.
2
Details
The standard brake
booster displays
correctly reproduced stickers.
3
Climate control
The Kühlmeister air
conditioning system
is frequently found in
California exports.
4
Six-cylinder
The 2.3-litre engine is
regarded as durable.
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CON TACTS
Mercedes-Benz
Interessengemeinschaft e. V.
Im Hang 16
52428 Jülich, Germany
→ www.mbig.de
vdh e. V.
Weidenbacher
Strasse 11
91737 Ornbau, Germany
→ www.mercedesclubs.de

ME DI A
Hermann Ries –
Autos, die
Geschichte machten:
Mercedes-Benz
Heckflosse, Motorbuch
(1991, second-hand only)
Hermann Ries –
Mercedes-Benz
Heckflosse
Mercedes-Benz
Interessengemeinschaft
(2016, source:
www.mbig.eu),
€29.90
Alexander F. Storz –
Mercedes-Benz
Heckflosse
(Schrader Typen-Chronik), Motorbuch (2010,
second-hand only)
Christof Vieweg –
Mercedes Heckflosse
Geramond (2013,
second-hand only)

Impact absorber
Introduced as standard
in the last few months
of production.
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W 111

Wheels
and suspension
The 230 S copes well with
cobble stones. Wheel hop on
the front axle is usually due to
defective rubber bushings and
shock absorbers. If you need to
brake on bends, don’t overdo it:
with an overly brisk step on the
brakes, the single-joint swing
axle demands determined intervention by the driver – despite
the hydropneumatic compensator spring.

Instruments
The prominent upright instrument cluster in the 230 S shows
how much modernity there is
in these bodies – it is a defining
stylistic feature. The tachometer
shows the speed on a fixed drum.
There is no special technology
behind this and the gauges are
not seen as being especially fragile. Every “Fintail” is equipped
with an electric clock, which after
a few decades is often no longer
quite as accurate as it was in mint
condition. However, cleaning and
inspection do not present any
major challenge for experts. On
later models, the chrome surround of the clock has round
rather than sharp corners – an
example of the defusing of edges
in many details.

1
2

1
Clock
The mechanism seizes
up after many years of
operation; the clock
then runs inaccurately.
2
Instrument cluster
The prominent
instrument panel
was once considered
very modern.

Interior
With the 230 S, Mercedes-Benz
left a door to the luxury segment
open for the enthusiasts of the
Fintail models. The significantly
longer front end meant added
prestige, but not more interior
space, because the bodies of the
W 110/111 were identical rearwards of the A-pillar.
Mercedes-Benz deliberately
showed restraint with regard to
luxury in the 230 S in order to
be able to calculate an attractive
price for enthusiasts. As in the
W 110, there was less wood décor
in the interior, while the heater
controls and air vents were made
from black plastic rather than

1
2

1
Door panel
The rectangular door
handles seem unusual,
but are original to
late-model “Fintails”.
2
Seat bench
The black MB-Tex
further enhances the
car’s appearance.
It is extremely robust
and durable.

chromed metal. Not a major
problem then or now for owners
of a 230 S: they gladly upgrade –
and accept the deviation from
the original condition in return.
Some upgrades were in fact
already popular when the model
was still sitting in the showrooms
as a new car.
By the way, an exceptionally
critical component in all Fintail
models is the windscreen wiper
motor. A bent drive linkage means
a tremendously costly repair,
since most of the heater unit
must be removed to do this work.
Checking it prior to purchase is
therefore very important.
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Special features
The 230 S built as of summer
1965 embodies the last episode
of the Fintail series. The launch
of the W 108 followed shortly
afterwards; this was to represent Mercedes-Benz in the luxury segment with a distinct body.
40,766 units of the 230 S were produced in all. Especially interesting
are the late examples, built as of
autumn 1967.
Their larger side mirrors, the
steering wheel with impact ab-

sorber, the telescopic steering
column and the recessed ignition
lock all point to the future. These
were modern solutions that effectively enhanced occupant safety –
a key issue for Mercedes-Benz
already back then. This was
important enough for the engineers to introduce costly modifications in the course of the last
phase of production, even though
the car’s buyer appeal had already
noticeably diminished.

Safe Precursors to future models:
side mirrors and ignition lock

→ What made you buy the
light-blue W 111 back then as
a very young man?
← I lived in a small town back in
those days and saw the 220 SE
with its gorgeous paint finish –
colour code DB 334, in technical
terms – on the road from time to
time. I thought to myself, what
a great car! And suddenly that
very car was up for sale. It was
actually quite cheap considering its condition. I therefore
didn’t hesitate.
→ That was all of 25 years
ago. Why have you kept it for
so long?
← I always knew that this is a
special car – today even more
so than at the time I bought it. I
have a lot of fun with it, and it’s
long since become something of
a family member.
→ How do people respond to
your W 111?
← Passers-by often give me and
my car a smile or a thumbs-up.

I don’t really think I’d be likely
to get the same level of attention
in a brand-new Ferrari. It seems
my 220 SE is not making just me
happy, but somehow many other
people, too.
→ What features of the
“large Fintail” do you like
in particular?
← Its styling, with lots of glass
and chrome and of course the
fins, is really cheerful; it just
puts me in a good mood. And
even if this car occasionally sits
immobile for a longer period, it
starts up immediately and reliably the first time you turn the
ignition key.
→ What do you recommend
to people who are interested
in a W 111 like this?
← Buy the nicest one you can
find – and drive it. You’ll fall in
love with the car the very first
time you take it for a spin. It provides comfort, sophistication and
above all lots of fun!

In this model check,
Mercedes-Benz
Classic shows a
Mercedes-Benz
230 S in White Grey
(DB 158) with MB-Tex
interior in the
colour Caviar (116).
This car was built
in 1967 and belongs
to the collection
of Ralf Weber, from
Hofheim/Taunus.

“Have fun!”
William Smay, 44, compliance
Manager from Bellevue in
Washington, USA, purchased
his dream car when he was
just 18 years old

Reliable companion William has
been driving his 220 SE for 25 years.
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IN T E RV I EW

A SK DR GI E SE F E L D

Dr Thomas
Giesefeld has
owned a 200 D
(W 110) for 25
years. He also picks
the classics of
the future for our
magazine. He has
experience driving
many of these
model series himself, but personally
prefers vehicles
that have a threepointed star visible
from the interior.

PHOTO MERCEDES-BENZ CLASSIC ARCHIVE ILLUSTRATION ALINE ZALKO

Do you have a question for Dr Thomas
Giesefeld?
Write to him at:
→ classic.magazin@
daimler.com

Steve Sutherland from London, United Kingdom, asks:

“I recently watched the spy thriller ‘The Defector’
(Lautlose Waffen) with Hardy Krüger. It was filmed in
1966 and features several contemporary Mercedes-Benz
models. At the end you briefly see a red W 111 Coupé
that does not have the standard radiator grille, but
instead the front from the ‘Pagoda’ that came out in 1963,
with the central star in chrome. I am a big fan of the
W 111 Coupés and would like to know whether this car
was an official Mercedes-Benz prototype.”

Dr Thomas Giesefeld answers:
By the time this film was shot, the prototypes of the 111 series – the Coupé models of which were launched in 1961 – had
probably long been scrapped.
Our photograph above shows a prototype from 1960. The rear section is visually dominated by the tail lamps of the
then new W 111 Saloon, compared to
which the production version appears
much more delicate. At the front, the traditional radiator grille remained a highly
characteristic feature for the whole time
the W 111 Coupés were in production. It
was merely revised in 1969 to produce the
“Flachkühler” low grille. For a long time,
a large central star remained reserved
for the roadsters, racing cars and very
deliberately also for the commercial vehicles and buses, but it also adorned quite
a number of passenger car prototypes
of the 1960s.

All luxury-segment coupés from 1971 to the
S-Class Coupés discontinued in 2020 can
be identified by the central star. Car magazines from 1964 indicate that there was a
specialised company in Southern Germany
that offered a retrospective conversion of
W 111 Coupés to the SL radiator grille.
The movie vehicle that our interested
reader noticed is probably an external fabrication. This element, that was still being
modified by hand by AMG in the 1980s,
had matured through the 1990s into a
standard styling feature of the passenger
car range. Equipment lines in the C- and
E-Class as well as the S-Class Saloon and
the Mercedes-Maybach still feature the
star on the bonnet that is regrettably
sometimes stolen.
This is a reminder of the fact that in the
early days of the automobile, the radiator
cap, which was adorned by the worldfamous trademark, was located here.

Dialogue on the
previous issue
Several readers
asked for information about production numbers and
periods of their
classic cars. One
reader would like
a model check of
the S-Class (W 140),
which will acquire
official classic car
status in 2021;
another was glad to
be given information
about restoring the
interior of the SLK
from the 170 series.
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CARRERA ESPAÑOLA
The story of the Mercedes-Benz Club Spain and its members’ enthusiasm
for rallies could be a tale of passion and freedom, a host of twists and turns,
and few straight stretches. Or it could simply be a tale of friendship
TEXT Christina Rahmes PHOTOS Bengt Stiller

A

1

3

2
4

1
Winding
The Spanish rally enthusiasts
on the road through Sierra
de Guadarrama

3
Souvenir
The rally plates – a nice memento
for classic vehicle sports
participants

2
Patience
The Mercedes-Benz
300 SL waits to be
serviced at Cochera.

4
Friends
Behind the Mercedes typewriter sits Régis (right), with
Raúl at his side.
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tax consultant and a database specialist meet
in a repair shop. One asks, “What do you think
about throwing in our jobs and restoring cars
in future?” The other says, “Let’s think about it for a
year.” There’s no punchline – because it’s no joke, it’s
something that actually happened around 20 years
ago. This chance meeting brought Raúl Aranda, 50,
and Régis de Nicolas Lopez, 46, together, and their love
of cars has united them ever since. They both turned
their hobby into a career, and out of their passion for
the Mercedes-Benz brand, a deep friendship was born.
Raúl and Régis are the managers of the Cochera restoration workshop in picturesque Cercedilla, around
60 kilometres northwest of Spain’s capital, Madrid. It’s
a mountain village in Sierra de Guadarrama. The name
of the company owned by the two Spaniards simply
means “garage”. But it’s much more than that – it’s a
place many enthusiasts long to visit.
The managers go the gym together before they
start work. They are both married, and each is the
proud father of two daughters and has a dog. In
the office they share the same sense of humour
and a desk. It’s always been that way. They are a
well-balanced, friendly team. Especially in the cockpit at a classic vehicle rally, which is another passion
the men share. “In 2006 we entered the Rally de
Portugal Histórico together. It was an unforgettable
experience. The spectators were extremely friendly
and enthusiastic about motorsport”, says Raúl, who
drove a Mercedes-Benz 450 SLC 5.0 (C 107) from
1978, while Régis navigated, giving clear directions
with the road book in his hand. This was an interesting exchange of roles: normally it’s Raúl, the older of
the two, who gives the directions. “It’s one thing I like
about him – he’s so confident and straight-talking”,
Régis says of his business partner. “Sometimes”, Raúl
adds with a grin, “I pass him my telephone at the desk
when a conversation is going on too long or getting
too complicated. He’s so wonderfully calm and patient.
We complement each other well, because we couldn’t
be more different.”
Memorabilia as far as the eye can see
The sun shines through the metre-high windows
in the workshop, obscuring the view of the classic
Mercedes-Benz models on the premises. It is the
time before the Covid-19 pandemic. The entrance to
Cochera is on the upper floor, while the workshop with
its eleven-metre high ceilings is situated below the
offices and the showroom. The doors are usually open,
and the climate of this mountain location is moderate to warm in summer. Régis grew up in Madrid, so
to cool off somewhat in the hotter months he often
made the 20-kilometre drive northwest with his

Head-turner
The Mercedes-Benz 450 SLC
5.0 might well be a rally
winner, but it looks good in
Spanish villages, too.

Taking a breather
Also part of their trips –
swapping experiences at
picturesque parking spots

parents, to spend their holidays in San Lorenzo de
El Escorial, Raúl’s home town. The open workshop
doors offer a view of Puente Romano, the Roman
bridge in Cercedilla, which stretches across the small
river, Guadarrama.
It’s just before ten o’clock in the morning; the
managers are waiting for four regular clients, who
are avid rally enthusiasts. They’re planning to take
a little drive, or in Raúl’s words, “Time to raise
some dust.” From down below, knocking, whizzing
and rattling noises rise up the staircase, as if an old
Mercedes-Benz is resisting restoration because it
does not, under any circumstances, want its bodywork brought back to its original condition. The
rebellion is followed by a gentle stillness, which fits
in well with the workshop’s surroundings. “Working
on classic cars demands the utmost concentration
and precision, so it’s ideal that our building is situated away from all the hustle and bustle”, says Régis.
He runs the Mercedes-Benz Club Spain’s Madrid
Central branch and likes to plan drives for the club
members – this one took place before the Covid-19
pandemic. “We always combine cuisine and sightseeing with our passion for cars”, he says, leading the
way through the showroom – a 3,000-square-metre
space where his experts work. From simple maintenance through to complex restoration, anything is
possible here.
For the “really grubby work”, as the managers call it,
there is a second workshop a few kilometres away. At
the rear left there are leather samples in every colour
imaginable hanging next to a workbench. Everywhere
you look there are little pieces of memorabilia – the
Mercedes typewriter in the managers’ office, framed
logos in ascending order from the 280 SL through
to the 560 SL, along with paint and upholstery fabric samples. In front of the solid wooden desk are
a couple of sofas, alongside which trophies share a
shelf with model vehicles and instruction manuals.
Another shelf is full of technical publications and old
brochures with yellowing pages that divulge the historical value of this literature. Much of it is in German,
and one of Raúl and Régis’s employees, Paco, is half
German and half Spanish.
Passing on the passion for the brand
José Luis and Carlos Martínez are the first to
pull up outside. The father-and-son duo have
chosen a little tour in their favourite rally
vehicle – a Mercedes-Benz 220 S Saloon (W 111)
in light blue (DB 334) with a Spanish flag on the
white roof and a Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique
sticker on the rear. The Martínez men, 59 and
38 years old, both in jeans and shirts, run a

1

2
3
4

1
Rally trim
Raúl has labelled all
the switches in his 190 SL
to avoid any mix-ups.

3
Rear view
The 220 SE with the Rallye
Monte-Carlo Historique sticker
at rear right

2
Memories
David Puebla (left) and Carlos
Martínez scroll through
their digital photo album.

4
Breakdown test
How long does it take for help to
arrive when you open the bonnet?
Just a few seconds
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Flooded with light
Eleven-metre high ceilings
and large windows create
a magical atmosphere in the
Cochera workshop.
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Mercedes-Benz Club Spain
Founded 34 years ago, today
the club in Spain has well over
300 members. Before Covid-19, it
organised an event every month
except August. On Thursdays,
around 30 members get together
for dinner. The activities for the
Madrid and Barcelona regions are
almost all centred around culture
and cuisine. For the members’
children there is an event such as a
go-kart competition once a year.

Proud profile
The Puebla family are
captivated by the “big fintail”
Mercedes in full rally trim.

company together. They don’t want to say exactly
what they do – something like a mixture between
the German TÜV (technical inspection agency) and
ADAC (German Automobile Association) perhaps.
Rather than talking, they’re much more interested
in looking at the “Gullwing” model in the showroom,
silver on the outside, red on the inside. Ramón and
David Puebla arrive, another father-and-son pair,
62 and 34 years old. The passion for the brand clearly
runs in families. They work with the Martínez family and are also big classic car rally fans. Raúl gives
them his 1962 Mercedes-Benz 190 SL for the drive.
He’s going to drive the 450 SLC 5.0 again. “The
190 SL took ninth place in the Rallye Monte-Carlo
Historique ten years ago”, he says proudly. The start
number 322 from 2010 is still displayed on the rear.
“This car is simply fantastic, I even drove it to the
rally on the road”, he says, stroking the bonnet, as
if wanting to belatedly thank the car for its reliability. Colour code DB 162, blue-grey, interior reading
lamps for the co-driver – and pen holders, so that
nothing flies about inside the vehicle.
Driving classic rallies with a clear head
They start the engines and head off – no roadmap or
regularity rallying today, but they do compare their
mechanical odometers with the online navigation
GPS data. As soon as one rally is over, they’re thinking about the next – they all want to take part in the
Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique. After just seven kilometres they stop for the first time and park in front
of a café. The historic town of Navacerrada is mildly
reminiscent of Cuba’s capital, Havana, in its morbidity. The light-blue W 111 fits in perfectly with the
scenery. Thousands of years ago, cattle grazed in this
mountain region in summer, and later, once a road
was made, the area gained significance as a climatic
health resort.
A drink and a few photos later, they continue
towards Segovia in Castile and León, a historic
metropolis further north, with an aqueduct that has
been a Unesco World Heritage Site since 1985. The
most winding part of the route leads through the pine
forests of Valsaín, home to wild boar and badgers, deer
and roes. The drivers’ gaze occasionally sweeps to the
left and right as the scent of the pine trees surrounds
them in the cockpit. “On a rally I’m totally focused,
and I don’t think about anything except the next bend
as soon as I’ve turned the key in the ignition”, says
Raúl, who threads himself elegantly around the struts
of the roll cage in his 450 SLC and enjoys each drive
so much. “When I leave the workshop in the evening,
I turn my smartphone off straight away. Then it’s
just me and the sound of the engine on my way

1
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2
4

1
Eye-catchers
Raúl and the 450 SLC attract
gazes from the local residents
in every village.

3
Best of friends
Carlos and Raúl bid farewell,
full of eager anticipation ahead
of the next rally.

2
World Heritage Site
The aqueduct of Segovia –
originally built to transport
water from the hills

4
A certain inclination
Régis in his everyday car, a
Mercedes-Benz 280 TE (S 123),
against an unusual backdrop
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SPAIN

PROVINCE OF
GUADALAJARA

PROVINCE
OF SEGOVIA

2
4
PROVINCE
OF ÁVILA

3
1

PROVINCE
OF MADRID

Madrid
25 km

1 San Lorenzo de El Escorial
w3w.co/inferior.bend.included
2 Segovia
w3w.co/schools.monkey.meanest
3 Cercedilla
w3w.co/heraldry.yanked.irksome
4 Sierra de Guadarrama
w3w.co/duffels.potentially.comedian
2

3

4

MARV EL
1 Monastery
The Monasterio y Real Sitio de
San Lorenzo de El Escorial has
been a Unesco World Heritage
Site since 1984. The Royal Site
of San Lorenzo, 50 km northwest of Madrid, is one of the
largest Renaissance buildings
in the world.
→ patrimonionacional.es/en

E AT
2 Restaurant
The Mesón de Cándido in
Segovia is famous for its suckling pigs. Visitors say nowhere
else in the world will you get
suckling pigs that are as crispy
on the outside and as tender
on the inside. Even the Spanish
royal family has eaten here.
→ mesondecandido.es/en

SLEE P
3 Hotel
The small hotel Las Rozuelas
is situated on the outskirts
of Cercedilla. Visitors rave
about the large gardens with
secluded corners and centuries-old trees.
→ lasrozuelas.com

LO OK
4 National park
Covering an area of 33,000
hectares, La Sierra de Guadarrama is one of the largest
national parks in Spain. The
panorama walk is a dream.
→ parquenacionalsierraguadarrama.es/en
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Have you tried out the what3words address system?
More information at what3words.com or on page 6

home”, he tells me – unlike his partner Régis, who, as
he says himself, can always be reached. And sometimes Raúl just lets his telephone ring, as he listens to
the sound of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Cantata No. 147.
“I admit it’s a very unusual ringtone, but I really
like it a lot.”
While Raúl and the others travel along the
728-metre aqueduct, dating from the first and second
centuries A.D., Régis is sitting in the office, answering
emails and the telephone. Later he tells me that as he
sat alone at the long wooden desk that day, he kept
thinking back to Cochera’s early days. “22 years ago,
the workshop was located on the site of a cattle farm.”
That’s where they originally met – the tax consultant
and the data specialist.
Christina Rahmes
is an enthusiastic driver – and this reporter
from southern Germany can often be found
in the starting line-up at rallies. Olé!

PHOTOS FELIPE RODRIGUEZ 2018/REDUX/LAIF, PR (2), MAURITIUS IMAGES ILLUSTRATION ALINE ZALKO

Discover

1

Cornering
They all want to be in the
starting line-up at the Rallye
Monte-Carlo Historique –
and the drivers train hard for it.

C L A S SIC S OF T H E F U T U R E

Driving
performance
The variety of AMG
versions of the
series 124 is greater
than many people
think. Especially
impressive: the
AMG 300 CE 6.0
from 1988

Nailed it!
TEXT Thomas Giesefeld

PHOTO MERCEDES-AMG CORPORATE AND MEDIA ARCHIVES

Correlations between success in motor
racing and a constantly expanded range
of performance upgrades and customisation options for Mercedes-Benz
customers: this was the essence of the
evolution of AMG already in the 1980s.
One-offs and exclusive modifications
were created, such as the AMG 300 E 5.6
of 1986, for which a US magazine coined
the title “The Hammer”. Its four-valve
M 117 engine designed by Erhard Melcher
produced 360 hp and propelled the
car to a top speed of 303 km/h. A number of five-litre, 5.6-litre and six-litre
eight-cylinder engines were built based
on the 300 E and later the 500 E. An
inherent feature of all AMG models is
the comprehensive adaptation of the
safety and driving dynamics to the performance level. Especially striking: the
1988 AMG 300 CE 6.0 wide-body coupé
with massive wheels (235 ZR 17 at front,
265/40 ZR 17 at rear), 385 hp and a price
tag of 335,000 Deutschmarks. There were
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also lower tiers of the displacement hierarchy: from 1985, the 230 E/260 E/300 E
models with performance upgrades, and
soon thereafter a version with a displacement increased to 3.2 litres (each also
in Coupé and Estate form) left the Affalterbach power clinic. From 1989, AMG
upgraded the production 300 E-24 fourvalve models to the AMG 300 E-24 V 3.4
specification with 3,314 cc and a special
exhaust system. At the start of the passenger car cooperation in 1991, they can be
ordered as AMG complete vehicles with an
official Mercedes-Benz code. In 1992, the
AMG 320 E/TE/CE 3.6 are launched on
the basis of the standard 320 or even
280 series. With the change of nomenclature in 1993, these W 124 became the
E 36 AMG, while the 500 E 6.0 and later
E 60 AMG, now with the M 119-V8, mark the
pinnacle of performance of the 124 series
in the Mercedes-Benz passenger car range.
As exotics, all AMG versions have what
it takes to become classics. Good examples
are rare. Documentation of their modifications is essential, as is an uninterrupted
state of continuous maintenance and preservation. The prices vary greatly: perfect
examples of the six-litre “Hammer” with
low mileage can bring up to 300,000 euros
at auction.

1986
First serve
AMG installs the
5.6-litre engine in
the W 124 model
to create a supersports saloon known
internationally as
“The Hammer”.
1988
Strong partner
For select customers,
AMG implants the
six-litre engine into the
124 series and
becomes official
motorsport partner of
Mercedes-Benz.
1991
New four-valve engine
Mercedes-Benz adds
the AMG complete
vehicles to the official
passenger car range.
1993
Best in class
The top-of-the-line
performance model of
the first passenger
car series to be called
the E-Class comes
from Affalterbach: the
E 60 AMG (W 124).

R E A DE R S ’ L E T T E R S

I have just received the latest
issue of your Classic magazine.
You have done a wonderful job.
My compliments!
Martin Semm,
Bebra, Germany

It’s a great pleasure to peruse
this excellent magazine. I have
a question for the editors: are
you open to further suggestions from South Africa?
Andreas Hasenbein, Aachen, Germany

“With your major report and your excursion
together with Bruno Sacco, you have secured
a place in the world of Mercedes-Benz
for all time. Mr Sacco had long been deserving
of such a wonderfully illustrated story.
In my opinion his life’s work, along
with his modest demeanour, simply cannot
be overestimated”

Wilhelm Lutjeharms, by email
from South Africa

Coffee and cake, plus the latest issue of Mercedes-Benz
Classic magazine. What a great
way to start the day. Many
congratulations on your quality magazine.
David Rigg, Cheshire,
United Kingdom

BRACQ A RT PRINTS
As a loyal reader and driver of a
Mercedes-Benz 280 SL, I would
be honoured to receive a copy
of the limited edition signed
by Paul Bracq. Your cover featuring the Pagoda painted by
Bracq was outstanding!
Burkhard Blandfort,
Saarlouis, Germany

The style and quality of your
magazine reflect everything
that Mercedes-Benz cars stand
for. You inspire and bring
people together all over the
world. Question: How can I
obtain one of the prints signed
by Paul Bracq?
Nigel Watts, by email
from the United Kingdom

C 111

GENERAL
I subscribe to your magazine
and regularly read it with great
pleasure. Again and again, it
brings out strong childhood
memories in me – which is as
it should be!
Stephen Hundt,
Hünfeld, Germany
Mercedes-Benz Classic,
issue 1.2020

I’m simply full of praise for
your magazine! I’ve been an
avid reader since the first issue
in 2002 and have every magazine in my collection at home.
Each time around, I really look
forward to the next issue, and
I always enjoy the reports and
fantastic photos.
Sebastian Papierzynski,
Tappenbeck, Germany

The C 111, Bruno Sacco, photos of the underside of various classic models, the young
Shareen with her W 201: great
reading! Please keep up the
good work for a long time.
Ian Jakeway, Derby,
United Kingdom

WRI TE TO US
Your opinion is important to us!
How to contact us: please send your
readers’ letters by post or email to
Mercedes-Benz AG
Mercedes-Benz Classic
HPC 0736
70546 Stuttgart, Germany
→ classic.magazin@daimler.com

Limited edition
Automotive design legend
Paul Bracq painted the cover for
our issue 2.2019 in his studio in
Bordeaux (photo bottom left).
In the photo on the right, he is
signing one of the 113 prints
(size 45 x 60 cm) shown in the
photo above. Interested?
www.shop.looping.studio
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F EU I L L E T ON

Alex Iwan grew
up in Germany,
Africa and Indonesia. Today, the art
collector lives in
Düsseldorf, where
she runs a lifestyle
agency. This is her
last column for
Classic magazine.

Young men in bathing trunks diving headlong into the sea, young women jumping
out of aircraft with parachutes strapped
to their backs. Or honed athletes climbing
Mount Everest: tests of courage can take
many forms, with the individual challenge
a different one for every person.
On the one hand, there are the great
adventures that get splashed all over
social media in the hope of garnering
the applause of the various communities
there. On the other hand, there are the
quiet, Mercedes tests of courage at a family level. In our case they look like this:
daughter Nana, with her brand-new driving
licence, alone with the 380 SLC in Palma.
She: 19. The car: much older. She loves the
Mercedes because it used to ferry her to
school or to friends’ birthday parties.
Now she sometimes drives it on her
own. And needs to refuel it from time to
time. “The fuel tank opening was just so
big that I thought it’s bound to take diesel,”
she said. Well, she was wrong – and so the
drama of the young German woman at

the Spanish filling station with the many
litres of diesel in a petrol-engined car took
its course.
Nana is a psychotherapist these days
and says she’s still trying to come to terms
with the moment the classic SLC came to a
halt in the middle of the main road.
The next child to join the grown-up
world was my son Sami, 18. His first outing, on the day he passed his driving test,
was with me in the SLC. Only a kilometre
into our journey together: police, vehicle
check. With a car like this you keep finding
yourself pulled over, purely for reasons of
curiosity; or at least that’s been my experience. Of course, everything was fine.
Sami tells me he likes driving the SLC
because it is “authentic”, “smells good” –
and “because it’s a real gangster ride”.
What’s more, says my boy, he gets photographed and people chat to him more
often, which he also considers “pretty cool”.
What do I say to all this, as their mother?
Well, what do you think? Welcome to the
club, dear children of mine!

Preview The next issue of Mercedes-Benz Classic will appear on 14 May 2021.
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ILLUSTRATION ALINE ZALKO

“Bon voyage!”
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Looking for classics?
In collaboration with the Classic Trader online platform, our magazine
offers you a large selection of fascinating Mercedes-Benz classics

Under
50,000
euros
How to post a sales ad
E 200

Courtesy of our marketing partner Classic Trader, your advertisement
will appear in printed form in the Mercedes-Benz Classic Magazine* as
well as online worldwide. As a reader, you will receive a 10% discount on
the price of the advert. Please note that owing to production
lead times for the coming issue 01.2021, adverts must be submitted by the
editorial deadline at the end of February of 2021 in order to be accepted.

1.
Add your vehicle online at
www.classic-trader.com.
2.
When making payment, enter the
voucher code MB2020CT. You will
receive an instant 10% discount
on the price of the advert.
3.
Contact Classic Trader on
tel. +49 30 437751919 or by
email to mail@classic-trader.com,
giving your advertisement
number and the keywords
“Mercedes-Benz Classic advert”.
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07.1995 | W 124 | 48,000 km | €28,490
Brilliant silver met. (744), black
fabric (071), 4-speed, airbags,
el. sliding/tilting sunroof, A/C,
collector’s edition. Patrick Gottwick,
All Time Stars, +49 176 309 03062.
→ mercedes-benz.com/alltimestars

4.
Your ad will appear in the next
issue of Mercedes-Benz Classic –
as long as it is submitted within
the production period.*

*Attractive photos of your vehicle
are required. Space for advertisements is limited and subject
to editorial selection and editing.
There is no legal right to ads
being printed. No liability is
assumed for errors.

420 SEC

07.1990 | C 126 | 82,364 km | €39,000
Prices for vehicles
from countries which
do not use euros may
be subject to currency
fluctuations

Pearl blue met. (348), blue velours
(962), automatic, new alum./Michelin,
Becker Europa Cassette, power seats.
Jens Rath, 71254 Heimerdingen, DE,
+49 7152 901 630
→ classic-trader.com/mb210042

230 C

02.1979 | C 123 | 93,000 km | €32,490
Classic white (737), black leather
(231), autom., Becker, fr. power
windows, c. armr., R/H mirror, driver’s
ed., 4 prev. owners, Patrick Gottwick,
All Time Stars, +49 176 309 03062.
→ mercedes-benz.com/alltimestars

190

350 SL

280 S

Ex-California, grey, red MB-Tex,
4-speed, aerial, ivory st. wheel,
original, restoration project.
Mark Baines, BA2 7SU Bath, UK,
+44 7860 799 426, +49 1573 525 1985
→ classic-trader.com/mb199142

Astral silver metallic (735),
blue MB-Tex (102), 4-speed, Becker
Mexico Cassette, hardtop, 3 prev.
owners, orig. Private, 46569 Hünxe,
DE, +49 160 9058 3283
→ classic-trader.com/mb211596

Ex-NL, d. green (268), green MB-Tex
(134), 4-speed, el. sl. sunroof, c. armr.,
radio, power st., 3 prev. own. Cees
Sintenie, 2071 BP Sandpoort-Noord,
NL, +31 23527 4842, +31 64184 0606
→ classic-trader.com/mb211236

300 SL

190 E 2.3 Limited Edition

230

Brilliant silver met. (744), black
leather (271), black soft top (740),
hardtop, 3 prev. owners.
Frank Stickan, 33729 Bielefeld, DE,
+49 521 771 482, +49 174 162 5698
→ classic-trader.com/mb210515

US special, brilliant emerald, cream
beige leather, auto., el. sl./tilting
sunr., aut. A/C, 2 prev. owners.
Göing Motors, 30177 Hanover, DE,
+49 511 800 97247, +49 172 545 8090
→ classic-trader.com/mb201192

Paste white (131), bamboo MB-Tex
(167), 4-speed, trailer c., Becker,
power st. Christiane Winke, 73614
Schorndorf, DE, +49 7181 932 334,
+49 172 748 3797
→ classic-trader.com/mb211551

01.1961 | W 121 | 38,000 mi | €20,000

07.1992 | R 129 | 192,000 km | €14,500

08.1975 | R 107 | 97,000 km | €44,500

12.1992 | W 201 | 83,272 mi | €18,880

04.1969 | W 108 | 117,275 km | €12,900

08.1972 | W 114 | 78,380 km | €18,990

Powered by
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50,000 –
100,000
euros
170 S Cabriolet B

08.1950 | W 136 | 32,498 km | €89,500
Black (040), red leather, 4-speed,
Becker, luggage set, whitewalls,
docum., restored. Dr Jörg Dinkelaker,
64625 Bensheim, DE,
+49 6251 987 7116, +49 175 520 5788
→ classic-trader.com/mb208267

220 Cabriolet B

230 SL

220 S

Dark red, red leather, 4-speed,
orig. radio, 3 prev. owners, compreh.
restoration project. Jean-Louis Stolk,
7707 PV Balkbrug, NL,
+31 523 649 235, +31 6150 10940
→ classic-trader.com/mb211389

White (050), dark blue MB-Tex (115),
4-speed, Becker, hardtop, celebrity
prev. owner, docum. Manfred
Giesecke, 22453 Hamburg, DE,
+49 173 610 7302, +49 176 728 48424
→ classic-trader.com/mb206875

Black (040), red leather, 4-speed,
folding/sl. sunroof, radio, many new
parts, docum., partly restored
Harry Utesch, 70736 Fellbach, DE,
+49 711 51 25 36, +49 171 33 44 711
→ classic-trader.com/mb136952

220 SE Cabriolet

170 V Convertible Saloon

500 SLC

Silver metallic, red leather, 4-speed,
alloy wheels, ivory steering wheel,
radio, owned 36 years, restored.
Private, 63667 Nidda, DE,
+49 171 972 7717
→ classic-trader.com/mb210336

Blue, beige leather, 4-speed, owned
for 25 years, documents, fully
restored for concours, very rare.
Private, 2311 BW Leiden, NL,
+31 622 469 263
→ classic-trader.com/mb201947

Manganese brown metallic (480),
date leather (234), automatic,
ABS, alloy wheels, Becker, 1 owner.
Johann Schlund, 81369 Munich, DE,
+49 89 502 4949, +49 178 8027 000
→ classic-trader.com/mb202545

10.1951 | W 187 | 11,800 km | €69,500

08.1963 | W 111 | 83,232 km | €68,500
Prices for vehicles
from countries which
do not use euros may
be subject to currency
fluctuations
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06.1966 | W 113 | 105,800 km | €99,500

1938 | W 136 | €79,500

07.1956 | W 180 | 9950 km | €55,950

06.1981 | C 107 | 69,700 km | €79,500

Over
100,000
euros
500 K interior drive 2-door

280 SE 3.5 Coupé

AMG 560 SEC 6.0 Widebody

Ex-ES, black, beige interior, 4-speed,
wire wheels, 1 previous owner,
orig. cond., unrestored. Uwe Klatt,
29640 Schneverdingen, DE,
+49 5193 974 6684, +49 1512 531 6895
→ classic-trader.com/mb200523

Grey-blue met. (906), d. blue leather,
autom., Becker Grand Prix, power w.,
Behr A/C, fr. head restr., c. armrest,
Concours Edition. Patrick Gottwick,
All Time Stars, +49 176 309 03062.
→ mercedes-benz.com/alltimestars

Blue-black metallic (199), black
leather, el. sl./tilting sunroof,
automatic A/C, 3 prev. owners,
authentic condition. Johan Lundberg,
2161 Csomad, HU, +36 20336 8575
→ classic-trader.com/mb209702

280 SL

220 SE Coupé

280 SE 3.5 Cabriolet

Sand beige met. (467), black leather
(241), 4-speed, Becker Grand Prix,
tinted gl., coupé roof, power st., US,
Concours Edition. Patrick Gottwick,
All Time Stars, +49 176 309 03062.
→ mercedes-benz.com/alltimestars

White grey (158), red leather (1079),
4-speed, radio, sliding sunroof,
whitewalls, docum., 2 prev. owners,
original. Niels-Gunnar Rapp Rock,
75757 Uppsala, SE
→ classic-trader.com/mb208113

Moss green met. (834), cognac
leather (250), autom., Becker, power
w., A/C, fr. head restr., c. armrest,
Collectors Edition. Patrick Gottwick,
All Time Stars, +49 176 309 03062.
→ mercedes-benz.com/alltimestars

1936 | W 29 | on request

11.1968 | W 113 | 600 km | €215,890

07.1971 | W 111 | 600 km | €360,890

01.1960 | W 128 | 68,000 km | €125,000

11.1989 | C 126 | 88,000 km | on request

07.1971 | W 111 | 41,400 km | €499,890

220 S Cabriolet

06.1958 | W 180 | 33,000 km | 130,000 CHF

Powered by

Dark green, beige leather, 4-speed,
radio, family owned for 40 years,
partly rest., techn. and vis. very good.
Holger Dicke, 8925 Ebertswil, CH,
+41 4179 207 3413
→ classic-trader.com/mb198294
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In this issue:

220 S

300 SE Racesport

Ex-US, white grey (158), blue art.
leather, 4-speed, mirror on right,
whitewalls, import docs. Frank
Kennis, 5555 XE Valkenswaard, NL,
+31 6224 20766
→ classic-trader.com/mb152049

RHD, silver metallic, MB-Tex/sparco
racing seat, 5-speed, extensive
Goodwood race history, docum.
Guenter Lainer, 94419 Griesbach,
DE, +49 160 435 6597
→ classic-trader.com/mb154105

220 SE

220 SE

220 SE

Ex-FR, graphite grey (190), striped
grey fabric, 4-speed, centre armrest,
power st., whitewalls. Harry Utesch,
70736 Fellbach, DE, +49 711 51 25 36,
+49 171 33 44 711
→ classic-trader.com/mb184014

Ex-BE, blue, cream leather, 4-speed,
radio, bench seat, bumper horns,
collector’s item, drivable.
Jeroen Kooren, 4704 RE Roosendaal,
NL, +31 6233 69664
→ classic-trader.com/mb152977

Ex-CH, white grey, red leather,
automatic, centre armrest
(6-seater),radio, whitewalls.
Helmut Gassmann, 37120 Bovenden,
DE, +49 551 82 020
→ classic-trader.com/mb208219

220 S

220 S

230 S

White grey (158), striped beige fabric,
automatic, radio, power st., mirror
on right, 3 prev. owners, restored.
Auto Heusel, 72555 Metzingen, DE,
+49 7123 96720
→ classic-trader.com/mb163951

Brown, blown leather, 4-speed,
A/C, radio, power steering,
whitewalls, restored. Sven Seemann,
22869 Schenefeld, DE,
+49 40 5550 3839, +49 1512 916 0882
→ classic-trader.com/mb208418

Arab grey (124), cognac MB-Tex (120),
4-speed, centre armrest, radio,
2 prev. owners, restoration project.
Jürgen Desch, 56427 Siershahn, DE,
+49 2623 929 58850, +49 171 2775 134
→ classic-trader.com/mb180223

1962 | W 111 | €18,500

Model check “Fintail”
pp. 68 – 74

04.1964 | W 111 | 99,999 km | €25,950

01.1964 | W 111 | 194,043 km | €36,900
Prices for vehicles
from countries which
do not use euros may
be subject to currency
fluctuations
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02.1963 | W 111 | 24,161 km | €12,950

09.1963 | W 111 | 36,930 km | €19,000

07.1964 | W 112 | €62,000

04.1965 | W 111 | 63,000 km | on request

05.1966 | W 111 | 56,400 km | €11,500

200 D

220 SE

230 S

Papyrus white (717), bamboo fabric,
tr. coupling, Becker, centre armrest,
reclining seats, Drivers Edition.
Patrick Gottwick, All Time Stars,
+49 176 309 03062.
→ mercedes-benz.com/alltimestars

Ex-CH, white grey (158), blue leather,
4-speed, c. armrest, power st., always
well cared for, almost original. Harry
Utesch, 70736 Fellbach, DE,
+49 711 51 25 36, +49 171 33 44 711
→ classic-trader.com/mb136982

Ex-GDR, red metallic, brown fabric,
4-speed, tr. coupling, ivory st. wheel,
radio, sl. sunroof, partly restored.
Thorsten Schulz, 12489 Berlin, DE,
+49 30 278 79113, +49 172 395 4905
→ classic-trader.com/mb201194

04.1966 | W 110 | 169,000 km | €44,890

07.1963 | W 111 | 144,000 km | €30,000

07.1967 | W 111 | €9,900

220 S

1961 | W 111 | 100,000 km | €22,500
Dark blue (332), blue-grey fabric,
4-speed, ivory st. wheel, original,
rest. project. Axel Schütte,
33813 Oerlinghausen, DE,
+49 5202 72000, +49 171 790 8455
→ classic-trader.com/mb208435

200

230

220 S

Dark green (268), brown fabric
(005), automatic, Becker, power st.,
sl. sunroof, 3 prev. owners, original,
documents. Wilhelm Steffen, 22529
Hamburg, DE, +49 178 368 1111
→ classic-trader.com/mb202127

Arab grey (124), red MB-Tex (122),
4-speed, centre armrest (6-seater),
radio, mirror on right, original, well
cared for and garaged. Private,
SW3 5HG London, UK
→ classic-trader.com/mb203270

Ex-ES, black (040), parchm. MB-Tex,
4-speed, c. armr. (6-seater), radio,
p. st., 2 prev. owners. Rubio Perez,
08520 Les Franqueses del Valles, ES,
+34 936 254220, +34 655 938281
→ classic-trader.com/mb208208

04.1966 | W 110 | 15,300 km | €28,500

1966 | W 110 | 55,000 km | £13,000

04.1965 | W 111 | €28,500

Powered by
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500 E

AMG 300 CE-24 3.4

Blue black metallic (199), black
leather, ABS, airbag, automatic A/C,
centre armrest, documents.
Reinhard Sachse, 21376 GödenstorfLübberstedt, DE, +49 4175 802 020
→ classic-trader.com/mb199108

Black, black leather, ABS, airbag,
power windows, aut. A/C, centre
armrest, radio, 2 prev. owners,
restored, new AMG transmission.
Private, 20018 Guipúzcoa, ES
→ classic-trader.com/mb195278

E 60 AMG

E 500

500 E

Black (040), black leather (271), ABS,
airbags, el. sl./tilting sunroof, aut.
A/C, seat heating, aux. heater, etc.
Bernhard Weiss, 24848 Kropp, DE,
+49 4624 8031 931, +49 1512 352 4361
→ classic-trader.com/mb188247

Ex-Sudan, black (040) new, black
leather (271), airbags, aut. A/C,
seat heating, from collection.
Helmut Gassmann, 37120 Bovenden,
DE, +49 551 82 020
→ classic-trader.com/mb201552

Blue black metallic (1999),
black leather, ABS, airbag, el. sl./
tilting sunroof, A/C. Thomas
Rosier, 26135 Oldenburg, DE, +49
441 2097 8010
→ classic-trader.com/mb204470

E 500 Limited

E 60 AMG

E 500 Limited

Sapphire black met. (009), Limited
grey leather (288), airbags, electric
sl./tilting sunroof, automatic A/C.
Marius Kost, 71711 Murr, DE,
+49 7144 339 5635, +49 170 410 6056
→ classic-trader.com/mb205979

Silver metallic, dark leather, ABS,
airbags, el. sl./tilting sunroof, aut.
A/C, etc., 3 prev. owners, restored.
Giulio Bignami, 71034 Böblingen, DE,
+49 7031 205 0196, +49 173 3086 757
→ classic-trader.com/mb200585

Sapphire black met. (009), Limited
grey leather (288), airbags, el. sl./
tilting sunr., A/C, 2 prev. owners.
Bernhard Weiss, 24848 Kropp, DE,
+49 4624 8031 931, +49 1512 352 4361
→ classic-trader.com/mb203751

02.1992 | W 124 | 135,000 km | €50,900

The ingenious duo
pp. 48 – 55

1993 | W 124 | 290,700 km | €88,900

01.1995 | W 124 | 85,500 km | €59,900
Prices for vehicles
from countries which
do not use euros may
be subject to currency
fluctuations
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07.1994 | W 124 | 125,129 km | €39,900

12.1993 | W 124 | 2500 km | €199,000

1990 | C 124 | €19,000

04.1993 | W 124 | 73,150 km | €69,900

10.1994 | W 124 | 350,300 km | €31,900

E 500 Limited

E 500 Limited

E 500

Sapphire black metallic (009),
Limited grey leather (288), airbags,
automatic A/C, etc.
Helmut Gassmann, 37120 Bovenden,
DE, +49 551 82 020
→ classic-trader.com/mb196638

Sapph. black met. (009), Limited grey
leather (288), airbags, el. sl./tilting
sunr., A/C, c. armrest, seat heating.
Bernhard Weiss, 24848 Kropp, DE,
+49 4624 8031 931, +49 1512 352 4361
→ classic-trader.com/mb197483

Brilliant silver metallic (744) new,
black leather (271), airbag, Becker
Grand Prix, el. sl./tilting sunroof,
A/C. Manuel Schmitz, 46240 Bottrop,
DE, +49 211 210 91602
→ classic-trader.com/mb154135

500 E

E 500

500 E

Brilliant silver met. (744), blue
fabric, ABS, airbags, Becker, el. sl./
tilting sunroof, aut. A/C, c. armrest,
seat heating + memory. Auto Heusel,
72555 Metzingen, DE, +49 7123 96720
→ classic-trader.com/mb125454

Ex-CH, blue black metallic (199),
cream beige leather (265), airbags,
el. sl./tilting sunroof, autom. A/C.
Bernhard Weiss, 24848 Kropp, DE,
+49 4624 8031 931, +49 1512 352 4361
→ classic-trader.com/mb197484

Malachite green metallic (249),
cream beige leather, ABS, airbags,
el. sl./tilting sunroof, autom. A/C,
centre armrest. Piero Lisa, 10024
Moncalieri, IT, +39 347 346 4216
→ classic-trader.com/mb178186

07.1995 | W 124 | 84,329 km | €64,900

06.1992 | W 124 | 61,832 km | €69,900

01.1995 | W 124 | 178,520 km | €51,900

11.1993 | W 124 | 68,500 km | €78,500

11.1994 | W 124 | 97,064 km | €64,900

07.1991 | W 124 | 95,000 km | €45,000

500 E

05.1991 | W 124 | 341,000 km | €32,900
Blue black met. (199), black leather,
ABS, Becker, el. sl./tilting sunroof,
aircon, c. armr., el. seat heating, new
Michelin tyres, docum., restored.
Private, 36200 Kangasala, SF
→ classic-trader.com/mb209573
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Grand Flieger Airport
The Grand Flieger Airport Chronograph with ceramic bezel in Military Green.
Reliability, precision and optimal legibility. Created with exactly that perfection which has
made the predicate “Made in Glashütte” into a world-famous promise of quality.
Discover more at www.tutima.com.

MADE FOR THOSE WHO DO.

TUTIMA UHRENFABRIK GMBH NDL. GLASHÜTTE
01768 Glashütte/Sa. · Germany · Tel. +49 35053 320 20 · Exclusive catalogue at info@tutima.com · www.tutima.com

